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Abstract
Wireless local area networks (W LANs) have been widely deployed to provide short range
broadband communications.

Due to the fast evolvement of IEEE 802.11 based WLAN

standards and various relevant applications, many research efforts have been focused on the
optimization of W LAN data rate, power and channel utilization efficiency. On the other
hand, many emerging applications based on W LANs have been introduced. Indoor position
location (IPL) system is one of such applications which turns IEEE 802.11 from a wireless
communications infrastructure into a position location network. This thesis mainly focuses
on data transmission rate enhancement techniques and the development of IEEE 802.11
W LAN based IPL system with improved locationing accuracy.
In IEEE 802.11 systems, rate adaptation algorithms (RAAs) are employed to improve
transmission efficiency by choosing an appropriate modulation and coding scheme accord
ing to point-to-point channel conditions. However, due to the resource-sharing nature of
WLANs, co-channel interferences and frame collisions cannot be avoided, which further
complicates the wireless environment and makes the R A A design a more challenging task.
As W LAN performance depends on many dynamic factors such as multipath fading and
co-channel interferences, differentiating the cause of performance degradation such as frame
losses, which is known as loss diagnosis techniques, is essential for performance enhance
ments of existing rate adaptation schemes. In this thesis, we propose a fast and reliable
collision detection scheme for frame loss diagnosis in IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Collisions are
detected by tracking changes of the signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) in IEEE
802.11 WLANs with a nonparametric order-based cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm for
rapid loss diagnosis. Numerical simulations are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed collision detection scheme.
The other aspect of this thesis is the investigation of an IEEE 802.11 W LAN based
IPL system.

W LAN based IPL systems have received increasing attentions due to their

variety of potential applications. Instead of relying on dedicated locationing networks and
devices, IEEE 802.11 W LAN based IPL systems utilize widely deployed IEEE 802.11 WLAN
infrastructures and standardized wireless stations to determine the position of a target station
in indoor environments.

iii

Abstract

In this thesis, a W LAN protocol-based distance measurement technique is investigated,
which takes advantages of existing IEEE 802.11 data/A C K frame exchange sequences. In
the proposed distance measurement technique, neither dedicated hardware nor hardware
modifications is required.

Thus it can be easily integrated into off-the-shelf commercial,

inexpensive W LAN stations for IPL system implementation. Field test results confirm the
efficacy of the proposed protocol-based distance measurement technique. Furthermore, a
preliminary IPL system based on the proposed method is also developed to evaluate the
feasibility of the proposed technique in realistic indoor wireless environments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (W LANs) have become an essential access technique
for flexible and economical broadband communications in both public venues and residential
areas. As applications of IEEE 802.11 are getting more diverse, such as voice or video over IP
are emerging in IEEE 802.11 WLANs, quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of IEEE 802.11
W LANs have been strictly bounded by multimedia communications in terms of frame losses.
However, frame losses in IEEE 802.11 W LANs are inevitable due to vulnerability of hostile
wireless channels, fast diagnosing the cause o f a frame loss is a key component for efficient
rate adaptation in real-time.
IEEE 802.11 networks generally experience two kinds o f frame losses: the channel
fading dominated and the frame collisions dominated. To reduce frame losses, most IEEE
802.11 wireless stations and access points (APs) have employed certain strategies, known
as rate adaptation algorithms (RAAs), to adjust transmission parameters, such as trans
mission rate and power. However, without the capability of diagnosing the cause of frame
losses, RAAs unduly decrease rates in response to both channel fading induced and colli
sion induced frame losses. In this sense, such schemes cannot work effectively in collision
dominated environments or in the presence of losses from channel fading together with col
lisions. Furthermore, decreasing transmission rate in the presence of collisions results in a
longer transmission time, which may increase interferences and collisions, thereby reducing
the transmission efficiency.
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Motivated by the need of identifying collisions for frame loss diagnosis, a nonparametric
order-based cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm based on the physical (PHY) layer signalto-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) is proposed in this thesis. Unlike other frame based
loss diagnosis schemes which imply the occurrence o f collisions according to frame losses
statistics, the PHY layer SINR is a direct metric that represents the extent to which the
received signal power exceeds the sum of noise plus interference at the receiver. Furthermore,
recent studies have proven SINR to be the most appropriate metric for evaluating the quality
of a wireless link [41]. Benefiting from the proposed algorithm, SINR is tracked at the PHY
layer OFDM symbol level so that collisions can be detected with short delay and low false
alarm probability, thereby providing a fast and reliable loss diagnosis to enhance current
IEEE 802.11 rate adaptation mechanisms.
While transmission efficiency improvements have received extensive research atten
tions, W LAN location-based services have emerged due to the rapid increase in the adoption
rate of IEEE 802.11 W LANs coupled with the availability of high quality infrastructures. Un
like solutions requiring a dedicated, independent infrastructure, researches on IEEE 802.11
W LAN localization techniques have facilitated the emergence of indoor position location
(IPL) systems completely based on IEEE 802.11 infrastructures.
Although existing localization technologies, e.g., global positioning system (GPS), have
numerous applications in outdoor areas, they do not perform properly in indoor areas [32].
Taking advantages of existing IEEE 802.11 W LAN infrastructures, IPL systems are aimed to
determine the position of a wireless station without dedicated networks or devices. Moreover,
IPL systems also play an important role in W LAN power and transmission adaptations [33],
wireless ad-hoc network routing [22] [25] and wireless network securities [46].
This thesis presents a technique that mainly focuses on the distance measurement,
which is one of the key steps for IPL system implementations. The goal of this research is
to estimate the distance between two W LAN stations precisely using low-cost, commercial

3
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W LAN stations without hardware modifications or additional hardware equipments. The
proposed distance measurement technique is based on standard-compatible frame exchange
sequences between two IEEE 802.11 stations, so that the cost and complexity of implemen
tation can be reduced drastically.

1.2

Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• A collision detection algorithm for IEEE 802.11 W LANs is proposed to perform loss
diagnosis based on PH Y layer SINR measurements.

Since SINR is a direct metric

that indicates collisions, the algorithm is designed for fast collision detections with low
false alarm probability, so that it can be further integrated into existing RAAs for loss
diagnosis.
• A protocol-based distance measurement technique for IPL systems is presented. The
presented approach utilizes the existing IEEE 802.11 network infrastructures and stan
dard compatible frame exchange sequences (i.e.

data/acknowledgement (ACK)) to

measure the distance between two 802.11 wireless stations without additional hard
ware or hardware modifications.
• Field tests have been conducted to evaluate the presented protocol-based indoor dis
tance measurement method using wireless stations with commercial IEEE 802.11 WLAN
network interface cards (NICs) in realistic indoor scenarios. Furthermore, a prelimi
nary IPL system is also implemented to prove availability of the proposed method in
realistic environments.

4
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1.3

Thesis Organization

The rest o f the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, the background knowledge o f IEEE 802.11 standard is introduced. The
standard specified OFDM-based PH Y layer and media access control (M AC) layer are de
scribed in detail, including an introduction o f the 802.11a/g transceiver structure and the
C S M A /C A based distributed coordination function (DCF). Following this, existing RAAs
for optimizing IEEE 802.11 M AC system performance are reviewed. An analysis of impair
ments o f those RAAs demonstrates the necessity o f collision detection schemes for enhancing
R A A performances.
In Chapter 3, a collision detection algorithm based on PH Y layer SINR is proposed
to detect the occurrence o f collisions during frame transmissions.
diagnosis in IEEE 802.11 are first reviewed.

Related works on loss

Following this, the decision directed SINR

estimation used in our collision detection scheme is introduced. W ith the estimated SINR,
a nonparametric order-based cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm is employed to track
SINR changes in real time for collision detections. Finally, simulation setups and results are
presented to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.
In Chapter 4, a protocol-based distance measurement method for IPL systems using
IEEE 802.11 W LANs is presented.

Several 802.11 WLANs based distance measurement

approaches are reviewed first. Theoretical difficulties and practical implementation issues of
protocol-based distance measurement method using commercial IEEE 802.11 W LAN NICs
are discussed, followed by the monitor station aided round trip time (RTT) measurement
for distance determination.
In Chapter 5, field tests axe introduced to evaluate the protocol-based distance mea
surement technique based on IEEE 802.11 W LANs in realistic indoor environments. Con
figurations and test procedures are presented in detail. Following this, test results validate

Chapter 1: Introduction
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the efficacy o f the proposed technique for IPL system implementations. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and future works are discussed in Chapter 6.

6

Chapter 2
Introduction to IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs
IEEE 802.11 denotes a set o f W LAN standards developed by working group 11 of the IEEE
LA N /M A N Standards Committee. It closely follows the open systems interconnection (OSI)
reference model, which is a layered abstract description for communications and computer
network protocol designs. The relationship between the IEEE 802.11 specified system model
and the OSI reference model is shown in Figure 2.1.

Services and protocols specified in

the IEEE 802.11 are mapped to the data link layer and PH Y layer of the seven-layer OSI
networking reference model. IEEE 802.11 further splits the data link layer into two sublay
ers named logical link control (LLC) layer and MAC layer. The LLC layer hides different
structures among IEEE 802 family members, thus making them transparent to upper layer
applications. The MAC layer determines procedures to access the medium for data trans
missions by performing corresponding configurations to the PH Y layer. The PHY layer is
the interface between the wireless medium and the MAC layer, which is dedicated to frame
transmissions and receptions over the shared wireless medium between two or more stations.
In the following, the IEEE 802.11 PHY and MAC layer will be introduced in detail in Section
2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

2.1

Physical Layer in IEEE 802.11

Three different PH Y layer specifications for single input single output IEEE 802.11 WLAN
systems, namely IEEE 802.11a [1], 802.11b [2], and 802.l l g [4], are mainly deployed to

7
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Figure 2.1: The mapping from IEEE 802.11 model to OSI reference model.

provide short range broadband wireless communications.
The original 802.11 PH Y specification [5] is based on direct sequence spread spectrum
(DSSS) with 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps data rates in the 2.4GHz industrial scientific and medical
(ISM) band.

Later on, 802.11b PHY with additional rates of 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps was

specified. To provide higher data rates (e.g., 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps), a complementary code
keying (CCK) modulation scheme is employed in IEEE 802.11b. CCK is a variation on M -ary
orthogonal keying modulation that uses I/Q modulation architecture with complex symbol
structures. 802.11a PH Y is standardized to utilize 5GHz unlicensed national information
infrastructure (UNII) spectrum and provide higher data rates (6 to 54 Mbps) based on the
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM ) technique. 802. l l g PHY is designed to
operates in 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band and supports all data rates in 802.11a PHY while
retains the backward compatibility of IEEE 802.11b PHY.
The details of OFDM based PHY of IEEE 802.11 is introduced in the next section.
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Figure 2.2: An OFDM transmitter structure.

2.1.1

O F D M Transceiver Structure in IE E E 802.11

OFDM is a wideband digital communication modulation technique in which high-rate data
is transmitted in parallel via multiple closely-spaced narrowband orthogonal subcarriers. It
has been adopted as a part of PHY layer specifications in IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802. llg .
In this section, typical OFDM transmitter and receiver structures are introduced.
Figure 2.2 depicts an OFDM transmitter structure. As it is shown, incoming data bits
are encoded and then modulated as complex samples in the coding and modulation blocks
respectively.

Following these two blocks, the serial sample sequence is passed through a

serial-to-parallel (S /P ) converter.
To convert the paralleled frequency domain samples into time domain signals, an Ap
point IFFT is employed.

Each sample at the kth. IFFT bin is denoted as X(k), where

0 < k < N — 1. Figure 2.3 illustrates an example of five subcarriers of one OFDM symbol,
where the spectral peak of each subcarrier is located at nulls of all other subcarriers, thereby
ensuring the orthogonality among subcarriers during the transmission.

9
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Figure 2.3: Five orthogonal OFDM subcarriers in the frequency domain.

The time domain OFDM data sample s(m ) after the IFFT block is expressed as
N- 1
( 2. 1)

s(m) = - j = 5 3 X(k) e-'2SSm, 0 < m < N - 1.
fc=0

The data sample s(m) is then passed through a parallel-to-serial (P /S ) converter, forming
a complex-valued OFDM data symbol. Prior to transmissions, each OFDM data symbol
is prefixed with the last Ncp samples of itself, known as the cyclic prefix (CP) as shown
in Figure 2.4. The insertion o f CP extends the length o f the original OFDM data symbol,
allowing signals affected by multipath from previous symbol to degrade before the reception
of the current symbol. The cyclic prefixed OFDM sample, s'(m), can be expressed as

s'(m) = [s(N - Ncp),-•■, s(N - 1), 5(0),

1)].

( 2 .2 )

10
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Figure 2.4: An example of CP insertion of OFDM symbols.
Data Subcarriers ------- ►
Pilot Subcarriers
------Guard Subcarriers O
DC Subcarrier
®

OOOOO— ►

-O O O O O O

Figure 2.5: IFFT operation in OFDM based PH Y of IEEE 802.11.
Table 2.1: OFDM based IEEE 802.11 a /g PHY modulation and coding schemes
Data Rates
(Mbps)

Code Rate

Modulation

Bits per
Subcarrier

Data Bits per
OFDM Symbol

6
9
12
18
24
36
48
54

1/2
3/4
1/2

BPSK
BPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM
64-QAM

1
1
2
2
4
4
6
6

24
36
48
72
96
144
192
216

3 /4
1/2
3/4
2/3
3 /4

In IEEE 802.11 a/g, various modulation and coding schemes are supported by the
OFDM based PHY layer to achieve different transmission rates. The availability of multiple
transmission rates at the PH Y layer enables IEEE 802.11 a /g to adaptively adjust modu
lation and coding schemes for transmissions according to channel conditions as well as QoS
requirements. Detailed modulation and coding schemes supported by OFDM based PHY of
IEEE 802.11 a /g are illustrated in Table 2.1.

11
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Figure 2.6: An OFDM receiver structure.

For each OFDM symbol in the PHY of IEEE 802.11 a/g , 64 subcarriers are employed.
Among the 64 subcarriers, 48 are used for data transmission, 4 subcarriers are dedicated for
pilots to make the coherent detection robust against frequency offsets and phase noise. The
remaining 12 subcarriers serve as spectral guards to mitigate interferences between OFDM
symbols in adjacent frequency bands except for the direct current (DC) subcarrier which is
set to null to remove the DC offset. The subcarrier arrangement of one OFDM symbol in
IEEE 802.11 a /g is depicted in Figure 2.5.
Fig. 2.6 illustrates the receiver structure of an OFDM system. After the receiving
antenna, the sampled time domain signal r(m) without CP is S /P converted and sent to FFT
block. The frequency domain signal R(k) over the /cth subcarrier after FFT demodulation
is given by

R{k) =

N~l

.2-Kk

0 < k < N — 1.

(2.3)

m=0
Following this, R(k) is P /S converted and the serial signal is then sent to the demodulation
and decoding blocks for further processing.
A summary o f PH Y layer parameters of OFDM based IEEE 802.11 is presented in
Table 2.2.

12
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2.2

Media Access Control Layer in IEEE 802.11

In this section, M AC layer in IEEE 802.11 is introduced in detail. The IEEE 802.11 MAC
specification defines two major coordination functions responsible for wireless media accesses,
the point coordination function (PCF) and the distributed coordination function (DCF).
The PCF is based on a centralized polling scheme, which requires stations to be polled even
when they do not have data for transmission. In contrast to the PCF, the DCF provides a
mechanism whereby stations in the network only access the channel upon data transmissions.
The DCF is a mandatory channel access function and the primary MAC scheme in IEEE
802.11 W LANs [5].
To prevent collisions caused by simultaneous transmissions, DCF employs the contentionbased carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (C S M A /C A ) protocol for channel
accesses. In DCF, two types of carrier sensing scheme are supported, the physical carrier
sensing and the virtual carrier sensing.
The physical carrier sensing is where stations compare the energy presenting on the
channel with a threshold to determine whether the medium is busy. Before transmitting
a frame, the transmitter waits until the channel is idle for a duration equal to the DCF
interframe space (DIFS) period. To further reduce transmission collisions, the transmitter
randomly selects a backoff duration ranging from zero to the contention window (CW ) size in
Table 2.2: PH Y layer parameters in OFDM-based IEEE 802.11
Parameter

Value

Number of data subcarriers (Nsc)
FFT size (N)
Number of pilot per subcarrier
OFDM symbol duration (Ts)
CP length (/u)
Subcarrier bandwidth
Channel bandwidth ( B )

48
64
4
4 /its
0.8 fis (16 samples)
312.5 kHz
20 MHz
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units of time slots (Tsi0t) before the transmission. If the channel is still idle after the backoff
period expires, the station starts transmission immediately. The C W size initially starts at
the minimum contention window size (CWmin) and grows exponentially after every frame
retransmission until the maximum window size CWmax is reached. The backoff duration
gives more priority (less backoff duration) to frames incurring fewer retransmissions than
frames that have been retransmitted multiple times. Once a backoff duration is selected, the
backoff counter is decremented every idle slot until the counter value reaches zero. When
the backoff counter value reaches zero, a frame can be retransmitted or a new frame can be
transmitted. If the channel becomes busy before the backoff counter value reaches zero, the
backoff counter value is frozen and the counter is restarted after the channel becomes idle
for at least a DIFS period.
Upon a frame reception, the C S M A /C A scheme requires the receiver to transmit an
acknowledgement (ACK ) frame after waiting for a short interframe space (SIFS) period
indicating that the transmitted data frame was received intact. SIFS is the smallest frame
space specified in IEEE 802.11 MAC. Since other stations require the channel to be idle for
at least a DIFS period in order to commence frame transmission, SIFS is designed to give
priority to communicating stations. Once a frame is transmitted, the transmitter expects an
ACK frame within a time period equal to SIFS plus the ACK timeout period, ACKjtimeout.
The last transmitted frame is considered to be a frame loss if no ACK is received at the
transmitter after ACKjtimeout expired.
However, the hidden station problem in IEEE 802.11 W LANs poses a prominent chal
lenge for the above mentioned C S M A /C A physical carrier sensing method. A hidden station
is a potential interference sender in the transmission range o f the receiver which cannot be
detected by the sender. Figure 2.7 shows an example of a typical scenario where the hidden
station problem occurs. In Figure 2.7, station B and station C are located at the far edge
of the transmission range of station A, therefore both station B and C axe able to sense the

14
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Figure 2.7: The hidden station problem in C SM A /C A .

presence of station A by physical carrier sensing of C SM A /C A . However, station B and C
are not able to sense the presence of each other, thus these two stations are considered to be
hidden from each other in this wireless network. When station B and C start their transmis
sions to station A simultaneously, collisions may occur at the intending receiver station A,
causing severe transmission frame losses and performance degradation of the overall wireless
network [53].
To solve the hidden station problem, the IEEE 802.11 specified an optional virtual
carrier sensing mechanism, which allows two communicating stations to use request-to-send
(RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) frames respectively to notify other stations of their ongoing
transmissions in conjunction with the C S M A /C A scheme. This mechanism is triggered as
long as the M AC protocol data unit (MPDU) size (including the MAC payload, header
and cyclic redundancy check (C R C )) exceeds a threshold (RTS-threshold).

To start the

R T S/C T S frame exchange, the intending transmitter sends an RTS frame to the intended
receiver before actual data transmission to request permissions from intended receiver for
transmissions.

After the RTS frame reception, the intended receiver sends a CTS frame

to the intending transmitter to allow the following data transmission from the intending
transmitter. The RTS and CTS frame exchange in the wireless network allows stations in
the transmission range of the intending transmitter and intended receiver to set their network
allocation vector (NAY) to the value corresponding to the time which the communicating
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pair requires for data exchanges.
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NAV maintains a prediction of the medium busy time

based on the duration value set by the RTS frame. W ith the NAV set, other stations in
the range of the communicating pair withhold frame transmissions until the transmission
terminates or their NAV expires.
To further clarify the above introduced procedures, a simplified flow chart of data
frame transmission using C S M A /C A scheme is presented in Figure 2.8. Once a data frame
is ready for transmission, the transmitter senses the channel with the physical carrier sensing
technique. If the wireless channel is sensed busy, the transmitter performs random backoff
and re-senses the channel after the backoff timer expires. Otherwise the transmitter starts
to deliver the data frame if channel is sensed idle. In the case that the R TS/C TS handshake
is enabled, an additional RTS frame is transmitted to the intended receiver as an indication
of transmission request before actual data transmissions. The transmitter only starts the
transmission upon the reception of the corresponding CTS frame from the intended receiver.
If the hidden station problem occurs, only the RTS frame is affected by collisions resulted
from transmissions from other interfering stations and may not be received properly at the
intended receiver. Since the transmitter has to withhold the transmission until the CTS
frame is received, when the transmitted RTS frame is lost, the transmitter will not perform
further data frame transmissions, so that potential collisions to data frames at the intended
receiver can be avoided.
The values of the previously mentioned M AC layer parameters of OFDM based IEEE
802.11 standards are summarized in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.8: Flow chart of the C S M A /C A scheme.
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Table 2.3: M AC layer parameter values of OFDM based IEEE 802.11
MAC Parameters

Values

DIFS
SIFS

34 fjts (IEEE 802.11a), 28 jj& (IEEE 802.11g)
16 ns (IEEE 802.11a), 10 pis (IEEE 802.11g)

T s lo t
C W m in
C W rn ax

ACKMmeout
RTS-threshold,
Lack

"1" T s lo t
0-2304 Bytes
4 ¿¿s
14 Bytes

tp r e a m b le

16 ns

ts y m b o l

2.3

9 ns
15
1023
'Lack

Review of Rate Adaptation Algorithms in IEEE
802.11

Although the MAC layer C S M A /C A based DCF provides a simple and fully distributed chan
nel access mechanism for IEEE 802.11 WLANs, additional adaptation schemes are required
to deal with the fundamental challenges for wireless communications, including transmis
sions on a shared medium and lossy wireless channel conditions, by adjusting transmission
parameters [12] [15]. RAAs are such schemes designed for IEEE 802.11 wireless stations
to select the best transmission rate under different channel conditions. The key challenge
in R A A designs is that RAAs should be responsive to rapidly fluctuating wireless channels
and accurately estimate channel conditions to determine the most suitable data transmission
rate.
Various RA A s have been explored for IEEE 802.11 W LANs for proper data trans
mission scheme adaptations, the auto rate fallback (ARF) [23], for example, is one of the
earliest RAAs commercially adopted by Lucent Wave-II wireless LAN adapters for IEEE
802.11 WLANs. A R F considers all frame losses as an indicator of channel conditions and
adjusts transmission rates based on a constant threshold of consecutive successful trans
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missions. However, the constant threshold for rate adjustments causes two problems [26].
First, ARF cannot adapt effectively if channel conditions change quickly since it does not
decrease the transmission until several consecutive failures have been accumulated.

Sec

ond, after a fixed number of consecutive successful transmission, A R F attempts to increase
transmission rate, which leads to periodical rate fluctuations. Other RAAs have also been
proposed to enhance the performance of IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Adaptive auto rate fallback
(A A R F) [26] is proposed to tackle problems in ARF by adaptively adjusting the threshold
for rate adaptations based on whether frame losses occur at a newly increased rate. A peri
odical transmission statistics based RAA, SampleRate [13], is adopted by Atheros chips in
the MadWiFi project [28]. SampleRate randomly samples one of those rates whose lossless
transmission time is less than the average transmission time of the rate in use every 10
frames. Using the rate with the smallest average transmission time, SampleRate seeks to
achieve a better long-term average throughput.
The effectiveness of the above RAAs has been extensively evaluated under various
wireless channel conditions when there is only one or sparse wireless stations in the network.
However, in multiple-user environments where collisions present, several studies report that
the performance of the above introduced RAAs degrades drastically or even misleads to
wrong rate adaptation decisions because of the inability of diagnosing the causes of frame
losses [15] [24] [55]. This is because rate decreasing upon frame losses does not increase
the chance of successful transmissions in collision dominated environments. In fact, a lower
data rate transmission covers a wider geographical range and occupies a longer transmission
duration, which leads to more interferences and a higher collision probability. Consequently,
congestions in the wireless network may be exacerbated [15].
Although the optional R T S/C T S handshake mechanism provided by IEEE 802.11 stan
dards is designed to further reduce the probability of collisions, studies and field measure
ments have discovered that most wireless traffics in IEEE 802.11 W LANs axe transmitted
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without R T S/C T S due to the significant amount of overhead introduced by the additional
handshake procedure [42] [56]. Therefore, collisions are likely to occur in the environment
with high wireless station density and it is of necessity to enable RAAs to detect collision
induced frame losses so that the R T S/C T S mechanism can be adaptively enabled/disabled
to limit the occurrence of collisions and filter only non-collision losses into the consideration
for rate adjustments while maintaining low transmission overhead.
In order to provide a fast and reliable loss differentiation mechanism to assist current
RAAs, a collision detection algorithm based on PH Y layer signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR) rather than frame based transmission statistics is presented in next chapter.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, the basic knowledge of IEEE 802.11 W LANs is introduced. In Section 2.1,
the PHY layer of IEEE 802.11 WLANs is presented and the OFDM based IEEE 802.11
a /g transceiver structure as well as transmission and reception procedures are presented in
detail. Following this, the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer is introduced in Section 2.2 focusing on the
C S M A /C A based DCF and analysis o f hidden station problems. Existing RAAs for system
performance optimizations of IEEE 802.11 M AC are reviewed in Section 2.3, including the
analysis of impairments of R A A designs and the necessity of collision detections in multi-user
environments for R A A performance enhancement.
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Chapter 3
Fast Collision Detections in IEEE 802.11 with
Physical Layer SINR Monitoring
In IEEE 802.11 network, system performances are affected by various factors such as pathloss,
multipath fading and co-channel interference. In order to accommodate such complicated
and dynamic channel conditions, RAAs are commonly employed by IEEE 802.11 stations to
adjust transmission parameters accordingly. However, as analyzed in Section 2.3 in Chapter
2, traditional RA A s adjust modulation and coding schemes primarily according to received
signal strength or frame loss statistics, while the cause of performance degradation is not
identified. Due to the open nature of wireless medium, frame loss may be caused by different
factors such as multipath fading between the two point-to-point communicating stations, or
co-channel interference induced by transmission collisions. Consequently, traditional RAAs
without frame loss diagnosis may fail to work effectively in IEEE 802.11 networks, especially
in the station-crowded environment with heavy traffic load and high transmission collision
rate. To further enhance the system performance, different adaptation strategies are needed
based on different causes of performance degradations. Therefore, a fast collision detection
scheme that monitors the ongoing transmissions and diagnoses the cause of performance
degradations is essential to effectively adjust the transmission parameters for system perfor
mance improvements.
Though there are a few efforts made in this area, fast and reliable collision detection
schemes used to diagnose frame losses and maintain system QoS requirements to assist IEEE
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802.11 RAAs during transmission are not well investigated.
In this chapter, a collision detection algorithm based on PH Y layer SINR is proposed
to detect the occurrence of collisions during frame transmissions. The proposed algorithm
is designed to provide an additional ability of loss diagnosis for existing RAAs to handle
different kinds of frame losses. By using SINR measurements from PH Y layer, the algorithm
can quickly detect collisions in symbol basis, thereby enhancing the speed and effectiveness
of rate adaptations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Existing collision detection mechanisms
for loss diagnosis in IEEE 802.11 W LANs are reviewed first. Following this, the decision
directed SINR estimation used in our collision detection scheme is introduced. With the esti
mated SINR, a nonparametric order-based cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm is employed
to track SINR changes in real time to detect collisions. Instead of using SINR values di
rectly, this sequential nonparametric CUSUM algorithm use the order statistics of the SINR
measurements to detect SINR changes. Therefore, no a priori distribution of SINR under
interference or fading scenarios is required, which enhances the robustness of the proposed
collision detection scheme in practical applications. Finally, simulation setups and results
are presented to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.

3.1

Research Motivations

In IEEE 802.11 W LANs, frame loss is one of the key criterions for network performance
evaluations. There are multiple factors resulting in frame losses, such as pathloss, multipath
fading and co-channel interference.

Different responses therefore should be taken based

on the cause of frame losses by adjusting transmission parameters accordingly to enhance
system performance. For example, if a frame loss is caused by channel fading, PHY layer
transmission parameters such as modulation coding schemes and transmit power should be
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adjusted for more robust frame deliveries. On the other hand, if frame losses are related to
collisions, which result in severe co-channel interferences, the length of contention window
should be doubled as suggested by the binary exponential backoff (BEB) scheme in IEEE
802.11 and colliding stations should back off and re-compete for another channel access to
reduce the collision probability. In addition, the optional R T S /C T S handshake mechanism
can be enabled to further reduce the probability of collisions in the wireless network.
Although various schemes have been explored for IEEE 802.11 WLANs to achieve
adaptive transmissions, the development of collision detection schemes for frame loss diag
nosis in IEEE 802.11 RAAs is still challenging. The difficulty is that existing W LAN NICs
provide only binary feedbacks on frame transmissions and receptions. In other words, the
driver and other upper layer software applications are only aware whether the last frame
transmission or reception is successful or not, however the cause of the frame loss is not
reported. As more and more applications, such as voice or video over IP are emerging in
IEEE 802.11 WLANs, system requirements to the QoS become more challenging. There
fore, it is extremely important to diagnose the cause of a frame loss in real-time and adapt
transmission accordingly to guarantee the QoS.

3.2

Related Works

Several studies have been focused on collision detections to improve the effectiveness of RAAs
in device-intensive environments where frame losses are likely caused by a combination of
collisions and channel fadings.
Loss-differentiating-ARF (LD-ARF) for IEEE 802.11 W LANs [34] is one notable al
gorithm proposed to introduce the ability of differentiating frame losses between channel
fadings and collisions. The loss diagnosis in the scheme is performed by combining ARF
with a loss-differentiating M AC [35]. Once the cause of frame loss is identified at the re
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ceiver, a specially designed “negative A C K ” frame is employed to notify the sender of the
cause of frame losses. However, this collision detection algorithm is based on the assumption
that both the frame header and body are destroyed in collisions.

Furthermore, this ap

proach is not standard compatible because additional modifications to the frame structure
are required.
Different from LD-ARF that requires modifications to the standard, other schemes,
such as collision-aware rate adaptation (C A R A ) [24] and robust rate adaptation algorithm
(R R A A ) [52] have been proposed to address the collision detection problem in standard com
patible manner by utilizing the optional R T S/C T S handshake mechanism. CARA enables
R T S/C T S for data frame retransmissions to probe the channel when the previously transmit
ted data frame is lost. Once the retransmission of data frame with RTS enabled also fails, the
loss of previous data frame is considered to be collision induced. To mitigate the overhead
caused by using R T S/C T S frames, C A R A suggests another collision detection mechanism
in which a transmitting station switches its adapter to sense the channel immediately upon
a transmission completion. If its transmission gets lost and the channel is sensed busy, the
loss is attributed to collision without the need of enabling R T S/C T S handshakes. However,
the busy channel sensed by the source station does not necessarily result in a collision at
the destination station. Similarly to CARA, R R A A also relies on the use of R TS/C TS in
loss diagnosis after a frame loss and further avoids collisions. R R A A presents an adaptive
RTS (A-RTS) strategy to reduce possible collision losses. It implicitly assumes that a frame
loss without RTS results from collisions. When a frame preceded by RTS is lost, or a frame
without RTS succeeds, R R A A determines that channel fading causes the frame loss rather
than collisions.
The philosophy employed by these algorithms is to conduct active tests or experiments
by retransmitting or sending frames such as RTS to indicate the existence of a collision.
However, these approaches require multiple transmissions and observations in frame basis to
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identify the cause of frame losses, thereby taking a long time to converge to adjust trans
mission parameters.

3.3

Decision Directed SINR Estimation

As the detection of frame losses relies on frame basis parity bit checking of the whole frame,
such process will reduce the responsiveness of RAAs to varying channel conditions.

To

speed up the collision detection process, in this section, the PH Y layer SINR is employed as
a link quality indicator to detect the occurrence of collisions. SINR represents the extent to
which the desired received signal power exceeds the sum of noise plus interference and has
been considered to be the most appropriate metric for quantifying the link quality by recent
studies [41] [49]. The definition of SINR is expressed as below

(3.1)

where S is the received power from desired signals, I is the co-channel interference power
caused by collisions during frame receptions and Nq is the AW GN introduced by the back
ground thermal noise.
To present the proposed SINR based collision detection algorithm, an OFDM trans
mitter structure is introduced first.

Figure 3.1(a) shows the block diagram of an IEEE

802.11 OFDM transmitter. Source data bits are first encoded and mapped to complex sym
bols X (fc),0 < k < N — 1 over each subcarrier after the serial-to-parallel conversion. By
transforming these complex symbols from frequency domain to time domain using IFFT,
the corresponding baseband OFDM signal s(m) can be expressed as
N —l

(3.2)

k= 0
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Before the transmission of each OFDM symbol, CP is appended by copying the last part of
useful data to the beginning.
Figure 3.1(b) depicts the corresponding IEEE 802.11 receiver supplemented with the
proposed collision detection scheme.

As shown in the figure, after the CP removal, the

received baseband signal r(m ) is demodulated by FFT. The frequency domain signal over
each subcarrier is given by
^ “1
-2*k
R(k) = J 2 r{m)e~3~frm
771=0

= H{k)X{k) + N{k),

0 < k < N — l,

(3.3)

where X(k ) is the transmitted symbol and N(k) is the AWGN with variance Nq on the fcth
subcarrier, H(k) is the corresponding complex channel gain.
As indicated in (3.3), each subcarrier experiences a flat fading channel with a complex
channel gain H(k), k = 0, ■•• , N — 1 and simple one tap equalizer is normally employed to
equalize the signal R(k) as follows

X eq(k) = G{k)R(k),

0<k<N-l,

(3.4)

where X eq(k) is the equalized signal and G(k) is the corresponding equalizer gain with

G(k) =

l|ff(*)ll

for zero forcing (ZF) equalizer or G(k) =

f°r minimum mean

squared error (MMSE) equalizer. Perfect channel state information is assumed in the above
equalization procedure.

s(m)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: The transmitter and receiver block diagram for the OFDM based IEEE 802.11 PH Y supplemented with the
proposed collision detection component.
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Once the symbol is detected, the signal power can be estimated by averaging the
detected symbol across subcarriers.

Meanwhile, the noise variance can be estimated by

averaging the squared difference between the equalized signal X eq(k) and the detected signal.
The signal and interference plus noise power can be estimated as
N

'

- 1

S = Jj £

« x eq(fc))||2

k= 0

N -1

_______

IN0 = jv E ll^ W - V - ( X e qW)||2
k= 0

where function ijj(-) maps the input equalized signal to the closest discrete constellation
point, S and INo represents the estimated signal power and the noise plus interference power
resepectively.
Based on (3.5), the SINR measurement 7 can be developed as
N -1

£ IW *eq«)l|2
7

N~

1

£

k= 0
| | X eq ( f c ) -

i i ’ ( X e q (fc ) ) | | 2

k= 0

Compared with other wireless channel quality indicators, such as BER or PER which
updates on frame level and requires a long period to converge, the above SINR measurements
update on symbol basis. Consequently, it can fast track channel variations and detect the
collision, which enables more intelligent and rapid rate adaptations.

3.4

Collision Detection Based on SINR Changes

SINR in (3.1) is a direct wireless link quality indicator, which varies according to channel
fadings as well as collisions induced co-channel interference. However, noise, channel fading
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and co-channel interference have different impacts on SINR measurements.
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To be more

specific, the desired signal power S in (3.1) is attenuated by pathloss and channel fading,
which changes slowly during the coherence time; while the interference term / in (3.1)
can abruptly change due to collisions presented during transmissions. Due to the different
characteristics of fading and interference exhibited in SINR measurements, channel variations
and collisions can be differentiated by tracking the change presented in the samples of SINR
estimate.
In the following, a fast collision detection algorithm is proposed by detecting abrupt
changes in SINR measurements caused by collisions using nonparametric CUSUM algorithm
[38]. The proposed algorithm requires no knowledge about the SINR distribution functions
which need to be obtained by a long time observation, thereby making it robust under various
multipath channels in real-time processing.

3.4.1

Hypothesis Test o f S IN R Changes

In this section, SINR based collision detection algorithm is introduced in detail. Denote
r est(ft) as a vector of p SINR estimates calculated by (3.6) at the nth received OFDM
symbol. The p SINR estimates can be obtained from either simultaneous receptions by p
antenna branches, or p specific subcarriers in one OFDM symbol with known formats, e.g.,
pilot subcarriers and typically 1 < p < 4 in the IEEE 802.11 system.
For the nth OFDM symbol in the received frame, we have

m

Fest(n) = [Test! W ,7 est2(n)>' ' ' ,7estp (™)] •

(3-7)

In the case of no collision, the SINR vector T est(n) fluctuates according to channel fad
ing with a fixed or slow rate. The mean value |J.est of each SINR estimates in r est(n) will not
change significantly within the channel coherence time. It can be obtained through training
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or calibration procedures when no collision occurs, or by averaging the SINR measurements
across a number of OFDM symbols:

n

1

A est(^)=

m

^

r est(0 >

l = n —m +

(3-8)

1

where m is the number of consecutive OFDM symbols used in averaging and its value depends
on the channel coherence time normalized by the symbol period.
The channel coherence time Tq can be approximately calculated as [39]

TC ~

9

(3.9)

167xfd'

where f¿ = fc x 3 [44] is the maximum Doppler shift, / c is the carrier frequency, v represents
the relative velocity between two communicating stations and c denotes the propagation
speed of electromagnetic waves in the air. For typical IEEE 802.11 W LAN scenarios where
wireless stations are generally stationary or carried by pedestrians, a maximum relative
movement velocity of 2 m /s is assumed, which results in a maximum Doppler shift of 16
Hz for the 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Consequently, given that the symbol period of
one OFDM symbol is 4 /xs, the channel coherence time is approximately equivalent to the
duration of 2300 OFDM symbols. This proves that in the case of no collisions, the SINR
vector fluctuates with a slow rate according to channel fadings.
To better illustrate the properties of SINR vector Fest(n), define a vector T(n) by
removing the estimated SINR mean vector PestM from r est(n) as follows

r (n )

— r est(n)

p-est
m

=

[7l(n).T2(»).'" ,7p(")] •

(3.10)
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T (n) is a vector with zero mean (i.e. (1 = [/¿i, H2, •■■ , Hp]T and [I = 0) when no

collision occurs.

By simply removing the mean value inherent in the observed SINR vector,

the sample vector is shifted to zero.
When collision presents, there is an abrupt change in the mean value of the SINR due to
co-channel interference introduced by collisions. The mean values of T (n) will constantly shift
away from zero. Thus, the detection of collisions can be converted into a binary hypothesis
test on the change of the mean value of T (n), i.e.,

H q : |i = [fjti, /i 2 , ••■ , ftp]1 = 0 , when no collision occurs,
Hi : |i = [/¿i, H2, ■•• , htp\T 7^ 0 ,

when collision occurs.

(3.11)

The null hypothesis Ho in (3.11) can be further decomposed into two sub-hypotheses H ^

(2)

and H q

as follows for better understanding:

? 4 1):M = i>2 = - " = i‘p

(3.12)

and
P

(3-13)

3=1
Hypothesis H ^ assumes the mean values of SINR measurements /xi(n) from different anten
nas or different pilot subcarriers are the same. When collision occurs, /¿i(n) from different
branches may shift with different magnitudes, which causes a violation of H^\ thus the
collision can be detected. However, in the particular collision case that all the mean values
of SINR measurements shift with the same magnitude, 'Hq1'* is not violated and the collision cannot be detected. Therefore, H q

is required to fully constrain SINR variations to

successfully detect a collision. More specifically, when a violation of H q happens, the closer
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\ and vice versa. Consequently, a combination of

should be considered in the collision detection procedure using CUSUM

algorithm [38].
Though the combination of

and

is complete condition for (3.11) for collision

detection, it is computational inefficient to test these two sub-hypotheses (3.12) and (3.13)
at the same time.
To cope with this problem, the received signal strength (RSS) is also taken into consid
eration for the proposed collision detection algorithm. The RSS represents the total signal
strength measured upon reception, which is a combined strength of signal, interference and
noise. Recall (3.1), while the strength of desired signal decreases due to additional co-channel
interference during collisions, the RSS increases since it is a summation of total received sig
nal strength. Therefore, when collision occurs, the mean value of SINR and RSS will shift
towards different directions, thus the limitation of (3.12) is avoided and the hypothesis test
in (3.11) can be further simplified by adding rss(n) into (3.10) as follows

r*(n) =

[71 fa), 72 (»*).••• >7PW ,7rss (n)]T,

(3.14)

where 7 rss(^) = rssest (w) — rss(n), rssest(n) is the estimated RSS at nth received OFDM
symbol and rss(n) is obtained through the procedure similar in (3.8).
Consequently H q in (3.11) is turned into

n 0 '■

= ' '' = Mp — /frss-

(3.15)

Based on (3.15), H q can be utilized to detect changes with either different magnitudes or the
same magnitude presented in the SINR vector T (n). Furthermore, (3.15) solves the problem
that (3.11) does not work for single antenna system where p = 1. Therefore, detecting the
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presence of collisions can be achieved by simply testing this sole hypothesis H q.

3.4.2

Collision Detection Using the Nonparametric Order-based
C U S U M Algorithm

As previously discussed, the collision detection can be formulated as a binary hypothesis
testing Hq. The method employed here for testing the hypothesis H q is to track changes
of SINR measurement permutations at the nth OFDM symbol as well as the local reference
7 ref(n). Changes on the permutations can directly indicate violations of % q, which indicate

the presence of collisions.
In order to represent the permutation of SINR measurements at the nth OFDM symbol,
an order vector O (n ) for T *(n) is defined as follows

O (n ) = [O i(n), 0 2 (n), ••■ , Op(n), Op+1(n)]T,

(3.16)

where each component of O (n ) is the index of the corresponding element in T*(n) after an
ascending permutation such that

'Y01(n)(n) ^ 702(n)(n) <

< 7 Op+l(n)(n )■

(3-17)

The possible value of each component 0{(n) of the order vector O (n ) is within the range
[l,p + 1]. In other words, the first component 0\{n) in the order vector O (n ) is the index
of the smallest element among r * (n ), and the last component Op+i(n ) is the index of the
largest one in T*(n).
Although any single component or combinations of multiple components in the order
vector O (n ) can be used to detect changes in permutations for collision detections [38],
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without loss of generality, the proposed scheme presented in the following section is based
on the first component O i(n ), i.e., the smallest element in T*(n).
We further define the indicator vector as £ i(n ) = (£ ij(n ), j = 1,2, ••• ,p ,p + 1},
where each component in this vector is the indicator function £ ij(n ) as given below

1

if O i(n ) = j ,
1 < j < P + 1-

£l,j(n)
0

(3.18)

otherwise,

From (3.18), when the j th element is the smallest element among the p + 1 components
in

r*(n) at the nth symbol,

£ ij(n ) = 1 ; otherwise it is zero.

Below we give an example to demonstrate the relationship of the order vector, indicator
vector with SINR measurement vector T*(n). Suppose the measured SINR vector T*(n) at
the nth OFDM symbol is [4, 8 ,7, l]T, the corresponding order vector therefore is O (n ) =
[2 ,4 , 3 , 1] and the indicator vector is ^i(n ) = [0 , 0 , 0 , 1]T showing that the fourth component
in the vector T *(n) = [4, 8 , 7 , 1]T is the smallest among T*(n).
Define g i(n ) as the expectation of the indicator vector £ i(n ), where each element of
g l(n ) is given by
3 lj(* ) = £(£l,j(™))>

3 = 1,2, - - - , p, p + 1 .

(3.19)

The expectation of the indicator vector above gives the frequency of the smallest value
appearing over each index, which is the probability distribution of 0\{n), i.e. p{0\{n)) =
{<7l j , j = 1, 2, ••• , p + 1 } . W hen collision occurs, the mean of SINR vector |i will change.
The order vector O (n) features two important advantages [38] which the SINR based
collision detection algorithm can benefit from. First, the distribution function of O (n) under
the hypothesis K q is a uniform distribution function regardless of the distribution of SINR
estimates as long as the distribution functions of p branches are independent and identical
to each other. Based on this feature, it is unnecessary to model the analytical distribution
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of SINR, which is difficult to construct in realistic scenarios. Especially with the presence
of collisions, this nonparametric feature enables the proposed collision detection algorithm
to operate under various channel conditions without prior knowledge of SINR distributions.
Second, the distribution function of O (n ) is sensitive to violations of either

or

or both, which corresponds to the occurrence of collisions, thereby shortening the collision
detection delay.
To track changes in the SINR measurement permutations, we define the nonparametric
order-based CUSUM procedure as follows [11] [48]. Define C(n) as a recursive function that
indicates the changes in permutations of the mean vector:

C(n)

=

[(S( 1) ( n - l ) - S ( 2) ( n - l ) ) + ( Ç i ( n ) - g i ) ] T

x diag((s{2)(n - 1) +
x

, ( S ^ n - 1) + Si^+i)-1 )

[(S^^(n — 1) —s(2)(n — 1)) + (£i(n) —gi)],

(3.20)

where g i = [¡7i,i, <7i, 2 >' '• >01,p+l]r - S ^ )(n ) and S( 2)(n ) are two accumulation vectors ini
tialized to zero at the beginning of the CUSUM procedure and will be discussed later.

C(n) is used to update the cumulative sum S ^ ^ n ) and S( 2)(n) or reset them to
zero according to the tuning factor k. The tuning factor k is used to repeatedly reset the
CUSUM procedure when there is no evidence of violation of T-Lq, i.e., no presence of collisions
during the communication, such that the procedure can react to a real abrupt SINR change
promptly.
When C (n ) < k, no changes in permutations of the mean vector are assumed, which
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indicates no collisions occurred. Then S ^ ( n ) and S ( 2)(n) are reset to zero as follows

S W (n )

=0
(3.21)

S( 2)(n)

= 0 .

When C{n) > k, the permutation of mean vector has been changed, then

(n) and

S( 2)(n) are updated according to the accumulation functions given below

S ^ ( n ) = (S (!)(n - 1) + ^ i(n ))(C '(n ) - k)/C{n)

S(2)(n) = (S^2)(n - 1) + gi)(C(n) - k)/C(n).
(3.22)

The CUSUM result y(n) used for threshold comparison is given by:

y(n)

=

(S W (n ) - S(2)(n ))T d i a g ( l / s f ^ n ), ••■ , l / S ^ W )

x

( S ^ ( n ) - S ^ 2\n)).

(3.23)

By applying the nonparametric order-based CUSUM procedure described in (3.21)(3.23) and comparing y(n) given in (3.23) with a pre-defined threshold y^, collisions can be
detected.
To better illustrate the algorithm, the procedure of collision detections using the non
parametric order-based CUSUM algorithm is summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Nonparametric order-based CUSUM procedure

Nonparametric order-based CUSUM
1)
2)

Set accumulation vectors S ^ ^ n ) and S( 2)(n) to 0 in initialization in (3.21).
Calculate the order vector O (n ) and the corresponding indicator ^i(n) at the nth received
OFDM symbol following (3.16)-(3.18).

3)

Update accumulation vectors S ^ ^ n ) and S( 2)(n) based on calculation results given in
Step 2) using (3.22).
Update recursive function C (n) based on results given in Step 3) using (3.20).
If C (n) < k, go to Step 1) to reset the two accumulation vectors;
Otherwise, continue.
Calculate CUSUM result y{n) in (3.23) and compare it with a pre-defined threshold y
If y{n) < j/Ti 6 ° t ° Step 2) and continue the procedure;
Otherwise, signal an alarm indicating a collision is detected, stop.

4)

5)

3.5

Simulation Results

In this section, the nonparametric property of the order-based CUSUM algorithm is first
evaluated. After that, simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the
proposed collision detection scheme.
To evaluate the nonparametric property of the order-based CUSUM algorithm, mul
tivariate numbers x>(n) — [vi(n), V2 (n), v^(n)] are randomly generated from several inde
pendent distributions, namely Normal distribution, Gamma distribution and Chi-square
distribution. In this simulation, two cases are considered, where each element Uj(n) i £ [1,3]
is generated from identical and non-identical distributions for demonstrating the relationship
between distribution of V [ ( n ) and the performance of the order-based CUSUM algorithm in
terms of average detection delay, false alarm probability and miss detection probability.
The mean value of X>(n) is normalized to zero in the beginning.

At a pre-defined

moment, the mean value of u(n) changes to Vq to evaluate the performance of the orderbased CUSUM algorithm.
Table 3.2 presents the evaluation results. In this table, the Mix distribution refers
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Table 3.2: Evaluation of order-based CUSUM algorithm

Uc = - 2 , - 1 , - 3 . 5
Distribution
Normal
Gamma
Chi-Square
Mix

Average Detection Delay
16.1002
15.8667
16.0568
16.0744

False Alarm Prob.
4 x 10~ 4
4 x 10“ 4
8 x 10“ 4
6 x 10“ 4

Miss Detection Prob.

Average Detection Delay
24.6992
24.3379
24.351
24.5403

False Alarm Prob.
1 x IO- 3
1 x IO- 3
8 x IO“ 4
6 x IO“ 4

Miss Detection Prob.

False Alarm Prob.
4 x IO“ 4
4 x IO“ 4
1 x IO“ 3
1 x IO“ 3

Miss Detection Prob.

0
0
0
0

0)C = ;2 , 1 ,3.5

Distribution
Normal
Gamma
Chi-Square
Mix

0
0
0
0

uc = 2 ,0 ,- 3 .5
Distribution
Normal
Gamma
Chi-Square
Mix

Average Detection Delay
10.2734
10.3305
10.034
10.3017

0
0
0
0
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to the case that V[(n) is generated from different distribution compared with uj (n), where

i ^ j.

Three kind of mean value changes t)c are considered in this simulation, namely

down shifting, up shifting and mixed shifting. It can be observed from the table that for a
given change scenario, the performance of the algorithm in terms of average detection delay,
probability of false alarm and probability o f miss detection are approximately the same for all
four considered distributions. This proves that the order-based CUSUM algorithm is capable
to detect the occurrence of changes in v(n) without a priori knowledge of the distribution
of V[.
The proposed scheme detects the occurrence of collisions during point-to-point wireless
transmissions by monitoring SINR changes. In realistic scenarios, the statistical distribution
of SINR under interferences or fadings is difficult to predict. Therefore, the nonparametric
property enhances the robustness of the proposed collision detection scheme in practical
applications.
In the next simulation for evaluating the ability of collision detection, a pair of IEEE
802.11a OFDM transmitter and receiver are employed to simulate the desired point-to-point
transmissions. Another IEEE 802.11a station is introduced as a hidden transmitter that in
terferes the desired point-to-point communication channel during transmissions. As a result,
collisions are introduced. The transmitter and receiver in the point-to-point communica
tion supports all mandatory and optional data rates in IEEE 802.11a, while the hidden
transmitter uses a fixed data rate during transmission.
Figure 3.2 illustrates a typical variation of SINR measured at the receiver when a
collision occurs. The interference power is set to be the same as the desired signal power
for better demonstration. The dash curve in blue color represents the SINR measurement
without the presence of interferences from the hidden station. The red continuous curve,
on the other hand, represents the case that the hidden station starts its transmissions from
the 150th symbol. It can be observed from the figure that although the dynamic range of
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Figure 3.2: SINR measurements at the receiver side with a collision beginning with the
150th OFDM symbol.

the estimated SINR is large due to multipath fadings of the point-to-point wireless channel,
the mean value of SINR measurements vary slowly in the absence of collisions.

On the

other hand, the occurrence of collision causes an abrupt change in the mean values of SINR
measurements. This kind of abrupt changes enable the nonparametric order-based CUSUM
algorithm to detect collisions.
Figure 3.3 shows the corresponding results of the proposed collision detection scheme
by tracking the SINR estimates shown in the Figure 3.2. The black vertical line on the left
indicates the occurrence of collisions starts from the 150th OFDM symbol during the desired
transmission. The blue curve shows the calculated CUSUM results for SINR measurements.
It can be observed from this figure that even though the SINR variation caused by multipath
fadings is large (deep fades will cause apparent SINR change during the transmission), the
proposed algorithm is able to constantly reset its CUSUM results when no collision occurs.
On the other hand, the collision is detected with a detection delay of 14 OFDM symbols
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Figure 3.3: The result o f CUSUM algorithm applied on the SINR measurements shown in
Figure 3.2. The collision is detected at the 164th symbol.

after the presence o f collisions. According to the standard, a typical data frame in IEEE
802.11 has a length of 1500 bytes, which means at least 56 OFDM symbols are needed using
the highest modulation and coding scheme supported by IEEE 802.11. Lower modulation
and coding schemes require a larger number of OFDM symbols for data frame transmission.
Therefore, the detection delay of the proposed scheme is significantly shorter than the length
of one typical IEEE 802.11 data frame and collisions can be detected within just one frame
period. Compared with frame loss based collision detection schemes, our proposed scheme
provides a close-to-real-time metric, thus shorten the decision delay of R A A schemes.
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate the impact of selections of CUSUM tuning factor k
and collision detection threshold yy to the performance of the proposed collision detection
algorithm in terms of average detection delay (in number of OFDM symbols) and probability
of false alarm.

In these two figures, the SNR of the point-to-point channel is fixed at

10 dB and the interference to signal ratio is fixed at 0.2.

Figure 3.4 shows that larger
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Figure 3.4: The collision detection delay under different combinations of CUSUM tuning
factor and collision detection delay when the modulation scheme of signal is QPSK, SNR is
fixed at 10 dB.

Figure 3.5: The probability of false alarm under different combinations of CUSUM tuning
factor and collision detection delay when the modulation scheme o f signal is QPSK, SNR is
fixed at 10 dB.
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collision detection threshold and larger CUMSUM tuning factor result in longer detection
delay, while Figure 3.5 demonstrates that the probability of false alarm decreases with larger
collision detection threshold and CUMSUM tuning factor. It can be observed that when
CUSUM tuning factor is small, the probability of false alarm is sensitive to the choice of
collision detection threshold. This is because smaller CUSUM tuning factor results in higher
sensitivity to the presence of abrupt changes in SINR measurements.

In this case, the

CUSUM result given in (3.23) may constantly accumulate with the fluctuations of multipath
fading channel and therefore result in higher false alarm probability.
Figure 3.6 and 3.7 investigate the effects of different modulation schemes employed
in the signal to the collision detection performance in terms of detection delay.

All the

four IEEE 802.11 supported modulation schemes are considered in this simulation. To bet
ter demonstrate the result, in these simulations, the CUSUM tuning factor and detection
threshold are fixed at 0.2 and 15, respectively, according to the results previously presented
in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

It can be observed from Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 that all

the four modulation schemes follow the same downward trend in terms of average collision
detection delay when signal SNR and interference to signal power ratio increases. It can also
be observed from these results that for higher order modulation schemes, the average detec
tion delay increases. However, this performance degradation is less than 10 OFDM symbols
for the worst case where SNR is 0 dB and interference to signal power ratio is 0.1. For the
result presented in Figure 3.6, the corresponding false alarm rate is less than 5 x 10- 4 and
the average detection delay is less than 40 OFDM symbols for all combination of different
modulation schemes and SNR values. This proves that the proposed collision detection algo
rithm is robust against point-to-point channel variations. For the result presented in Figure
3.7, the corresponding false alarm rate is also less than 5 x 10- 4 and the average detection
delay is less than 30 OFDM symbols for all combination of different modulation schemes
and interference to signal power ratios. Furthermore, all the four modulation schemes con-
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Figure 3.6: The collision detection delay for different modulation schemes versus various
SNR when the interference to signal power ratio is fixed at 0.2, k = 0.2 and yj> = 15.

Figure 3.7: The collision detection delay for different modulation schemes versus various
interference to signal power ratio when the SNR is fixed at 10 dB, k = 0.2 and y? = 15.
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verge at a stable detection delay of approximate 20 OFDM symbols when the interference
to signal power is greater than 0.2. This proves that the proposed collision detection algo
rithm is sensitive to collisions even when the interfering power is not too strong. This is
particularly useful since the non-overlapping wireless channels in IEEE 802.11 is limited and
it is a typical case that several APs are geometrically septated with short distance to each
other and operating at the same or neighboring channels. In such scenarios, the co-channel
interferences and collisions may not strong enough to break the intending transmission, yet
they introduce additional frame losses to the intending transmission which cannot be simply
resolved by adjusting transmission modulation and coding schemes. W ith the help of the
proposed collision detection scheme, weak interferences and collisions can also be detected
such that A P can switch its operating channel to enhance the stability of transmissions.
Figure 3.8 shows the evaluation of the performance of the proposed collision detection
algorithm in terms of collision detection delay, considering different levels of desired signal
strength and different interference to signal power ratio. According to results presented in
Figure 3.4 and 3.5, the CUSUM tuning factor and collision detection threshold is chosen to
be 0.2 and 15, respectively. A Rayleigh fading channel with maximum Doppler frequency of
20 Hz is used in the simulation. Based on this configuration, the maximum relative velocity
o f movements between two point-to-point communicating stations is approximately 2 m /s.
This is a typical scenario for IEEE 802.11 W LAN, in which wireless stations are generally
stationary or carried by pedestrians.
In Figure 3.8, detection delays under different signal strength levels (SNR = [0 dB, 5
dB, 10 dB, 15 dB]) are shown in four separate curves respectively. For each curve with a
fixed signal strength, the detection delay decreases as the interference power level increases.
It is also observed that with the fixed interference power level, detection delay decrease
with the increase of SNR. This is as expected because higher interference level results in
larger changes in the mean values of SINR measurements, lower noise level results in smaller
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Figure 3.8: The collision detection delay under different interference power level in
Rayleigh fading channel with a maximum 20Hz Doppler frequency when the modulation
scheme of signal is QPSK, k = 0.2 and y? = 15.

variations in the SINR measurements, both of which make the collision detection algorithm
more responsive to the presence of collisions.

Furthermore, the detection delay becomes

stable at about 20 OFDM symbols when the interference to signal power ratio is higher than
0.4, which confirms the responsiveness to the presence of interferences. Compared with a
typical IEEE 802.11 data frame which consists at least 56 OFDM symbols, this detection
delay is significantly shorter, enabling the ability to detect the collision during a single frame
transmission. The false alarm probability for all SNR cases is less than 5 x 10- 4 , proving the
reliability of the proposed collision detection algorithm under varying channel conditions.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a fast and reliable collision detection algorithm for IEEE 802.11
systems using SINR measurements obtained from the PHY layer. It is an appealing scheme
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because of its fast response to channel conditions. To detect the abrupt SINR change caused
by collisions a nonparametric order-based CUSUM procedure is employed. This sequential
change detection scheme is able to distinguish collisions from conventional channel varia
tions based on the order statistics of SINR measurements. W ith this order-based CUSUM
procedure, no a priori SINR distribution is required. Furthermore, the proposed collision
detection scheme is based on decision directed SINR measurements which utilizes existing
demodulated symbols and thereby can be easily integrated into current RAAS to further
enhance IEEE 802.11 W LAN performance. Simulation results show that the delay of the
proposed collision detection is within few OFDM symbols and probabilities of false alarm
and miss detection are low.
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Chapter 4
Protocol-based Indoor Position Location
Technique Using IEEE 802.11 W L A N s
In this chapter, an IPL technique based on IEEE 802.11 data/A C K frame exchange sequences
is presented. The distances between two communication stations (one target station and
one reference station) axe estimated by measuring the round trip propagation time that
a data frame and its corresponding ACK frame travel between the target station and the
reference station.

Once the distances between the target and multiple (typically three)

reference stations are available, the 2-dimensional (2D) coordinates of the target station can
be determined by the trilateration method.
This chapter is organized as follows. The research motivation is presented in Section
4.1, followed by a review of existing works in Section 4.2. The distance measurement tech
nique using IEEE 802.11 frame timestamps is presented in Section 4.3 and the analysis on
RTT estimation error is presented in Section 4.4. The location determination using mea
sured distances based on the trilateration method is discussed in Section 4.5 while system
implementation is discussed in Section 4.6. Secion 4.7 summarizes the chapter.

4.1

Research Motivation

Satellite navigation systems, such as the GPS, become more and more popular because of
their accuracy and efficiency in outdoor areas, where lines of sight between the user devices
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and satellites can be normally maintained. However, in scenarios such as indoor sites, treecovered locations and urban canyons, where the direct signals from satellites are obstructed
or severely attenuated, these systems introduce large errors to position location results or
even fail to work.

Therefore, enabling technologies for IPL systems recently attracts a

lot of attentions and research efforts in order to build reliable yet simple-to-deploy indoor
navigation and tracking systems.
In this chapter, we developed an IPL system which is integrated with the IEEE 802.11
W LAN networks for indoor scenarios as IEEE 802.11 APs can be found and accessible
at almost every place, such as shopping malls, cafes, university campus and government
buildings. Since distance measurement is the core operation of trilateration based position
location methods, this chapter concentrates on discussing the distance measurement between
two communicating wireless stations. In our study, the distance is estimated by observing
Time-of-Arrival (T O A ) of frames and then measuring the round trip propagation time that
an IEEE 802.11 data frame and its corresponding ACK frame take to travel between two
stations. When distances between the target station and reference stations are measured,
trilateration based IPL system can be employed to locate the position of the target station
by determining its coordinates in a 2D space [16, 17, 31]. The proposed distance measure
ment technique can be completely implemented in software such that the system can be
deployed using off-the-shelf W LAN NICs and requires no hardware modification. There
fore, the implementation complexity is drastically reduced and the system deployment is
cost-effective.

4.2

Related Works

The IEEE 802.11 W LANs based IPL system has become increasingly popular in both
academy and industry.

Most existing proposals are based on the RSS fingerprint [9, 20,
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50, 54]. The RSS, which is implemented as the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) in
IEEE 802.11 standard, is directly available from W LAN NICs. RSS fingerprint approaches
locate a device by accessing a pre-determined signal strength map, which is essentially a
radio map database containing the pre-measured RSS values and corresponding coordinates
for a certain area. Based on measured instantaneous RSS values, RSS fingerprint algorithms
calculate target coordinates by comparing current measured RSS values with those in the
pre-recorded database. However, to construct an accurate radio map database, these meth
ods suffer from time-consuming off-line training phases. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
radio map database is site-specific and subject to environmental changes, such as other ra
dio signals, pedestrians, temperature variation and furniture repositioning [47]. Thus, the
suitability of RSS fingerprint approaches for IPL applications is limited.
Trilateration based IPL technique is employed as an alternative to overcome these
limitations [16] [31]. For 2D spaces, each measured distance between the target station and
a reference station provides a circle centered at the reference point, where the target station
lies on. Figure 4.1 shows an example of trilateration [31] for locating a target position in
2D spaces. Trilateration utilizes three reference stations to determine the location of the
target. The trilateration takes the distance along with coordinates of reference stations to
calculate the position of the target station. The target station is located at the intersection
of three circles, centered at each reference. The computed location is unique as long as three
references are not aligned [14]. Therefore, accurate distance measurement between reference
stations and the target station is one of the key issue in trilateration based IPL systems.
This section provides the necessary literature review relevant to the distance measure
ment in indoor environment. RSS based and T O A based distance measurement techniques
are discussed in the following two sub-sections, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Trilateration based position location of a target station using three reference
stations.

4.2.1

RSS Based Distance Measurement

RSS is a signal metric that most off-the-shelf wireless interfaces can measure. In the existing
studies such as [5], [9] and [10], the RSS information is obtained from beacons of all active
APs at the MAC layer of IEEE 802.11 W LANs are used as a metric for distance measurement
and target positioning.
Theoretically, RSS measurements are inversely proportional to the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver according to the path loss model, which portrays the signal
power attenuation as the signal travels through the air. By employing suitable path loss
model and necessary off-line training procedures, RSS based distance measurement methods
can achieve good estimation accuracy. For acquiring suitable path loss model, it is common
to perform a system calibration [51], where values of RSSI and distances are evaluated ahead
of time in a controllable environment. The RSS based distance measurement method shows
both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is its low cost and low timing
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requirements, because most receivers are capable o f estimating the received signal strength
without strict timing synchronization. The disadvantage is that in realistic environments,
the measured RSS values are highly influenced by noises, surrounding environment and the
type of antenna, which make the mathematical path loss model in indoor environments
unreliable and highly site-specific, resulting in high inaccuracies of distance estimation.
Because of the fast time-variation of the signal strength at a given distance and difficul
ties of acquiring accurate signal propagation models for indoor environments, These methods
have been demonstrated to be unreliable in real-world applications [47].

4.2.2

T O A Based Distance Measurement

T O A distance measurement techniques measure the time of a radio signal propagating from
one station to the other. The propagation delay is directly proportional to the radio signal
traveling distance. Given the propagation velocity of the radio signal in the air, the cor
responding distance between two stations is easily computed. Two classes of TO A based
techniques exist, namely, measuring the one-way trip time (O T T ) and measuring the roundtrip time (R TT).
In the former approach, the receiver has the knowledge of the start of signal trans
mission time, either by information attached in the received signal or by specially designed
communication protocols. The T O A is then estimated by comparing the transmission time
from the transmitter with the reception time at the receiver. The O T T based TO A mea
surements require strict synchronization between transmitter and receiver to ensure the
estimation accuracy, thus making the implementation complex and costly. For the commer
cially available W LANs NICs, the precision of clock synchronization is insufficient for the
deployment of O T T based distance measurement methods.
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In the R T T method, the T O A is measured as follows: one wireless station, which is
referred to the local station starts the time measurement by transmitting a frame to another
station, which is referred to the remote station.

The remote station replies to the local

station as soon as the reception of the corresponding incoming frame sent from local station
is completed. By comparing the time difference between the signal departure time and the
corresponding replied signal arrival time at the local station, the RTT is then derived. The
distance between two stations is determined by multiplying the measured RTT with the sig
nal propagation velocity and then dividing by two. For IEEE 802.11 WLANs, the RTT based
T O A measurements can be achieved by utilizing several existing frame exchange sequences
between two stations, such as data/data, data/A C K , R T S /C T S and Probe-request/Proberesponse. The RTT approach estimates the round-trip propagation time at the local station,
hence the distance is completely determined by the clock of the local station. Therefore
the requirement o f timing synchronization is loosen, making the implementation simple and
cost-effective.

Based on these advantages, the R T T method for distance measurement is

investigated in this work.
According to the layer where the T O A estimation are taken, the T O A based distance
measurement techniques can be classified into two classes as introduced in the following two
sub-sections.

4.2.2.1

TO A Estimation at P H Y Layer

One of the popular methods which is often employed for T O A estimations is the PHY
layer baaed approach. In this approach, TO A estimation algorithms have full capabilities
of manipulating signals at the P H Y layer. Dedicated hardware is required to execute corre
sponding signal processing algorithms to extract TO A information from PHY layer signals.
O T T based T O A methods are usually employed for this approach because of the complete
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knowledge of PHY layer signals, the full control o f the hardware and the high precision
benefited from the dedicated hardware.
Super-resolution techniques are usually employed in these PH Y layer TO A estimations.
Super-resolution techniques have been studied in the field of spectral estimation [29]. Re
cently, a number of researchers have applied super-resolution spectral estimation techniques
to time domain analysis. In the literature, the time-delay or T O A estimation problem has
been studied with a variety of super-resolution techniques, such as the Matrix Pencil [8],
root multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [27], and total least square-estimation of signal
parameters via rotational invariance techniques (TLS-ESPRIT) [43].

While these super

resolution techniques can increase time-domain resolution, they also increase the system
implementation complexity.
Other approaches employ correlation based methods to detect certain predefined signal
structures in IEEE 802.11 frame, such as preambles and training symbols for TO A estima
tions. For example, in [40], the received signal is correlated with a locally-generated training
sequence stored at the receiver to determine the TO A of signals. The channel frequency
response is also obtained to refine the initial T O A estimation.
Although measuring the T O A directly at PH Y layer signals can result in highly ac
curate distance estimates, it requires modifications to the W LAN NICs or even dedicated
hardware to capture and process signals with extra high clock rate to guarantee high estima
tion resolution and precision. These additional requirements make these solutions impractical
and incompatible for portable commercial IEEE 802.11 W LAN devices.

4.2.2.2

TO A Estimation at Upper Layers

To avoid the compatibility issues of PH Y layer T O A estimations as previously mentioned,
T O A estimations based on upper layer information is desired to make the implementation of
W LANs based IPL systems more feasible with commercial W LAN devices. Since neither the
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PHY layer signal nor interfaces of hardware for signal processing are exposed to upper layers
by commercial W LAN NICs, this kind of TO A estimation has to focus on the utilization
of upper layer features and capabilities provided by IEEE 802.11 standards.

The RTT

based T O A techniques are usually employed for the upper layer T O A estimations. This is
because the RTT based T O A estimation does not require strict synchronization and it takes
advantages of existing frame exchange sequences in IEEE 802.11 standards to perform TOA
estimations. Such frame exchanges are standard compatible and have been implemented by
commercially available W LAN devices.
Since the wireless signal propagates approximately at the speed of light, it is important
to accurately estimate the RTT. For IPL applications, nanosecond time resolution is needed
to limit the distance measurement error to the scale of a few meters. However, neither the
current IEEE 802.11 standards nor the existing W LAN NIC chipsets provide timestamps
with the sufficient time resolution.

The IEEE 802.11 standard only specifies the timing

synchronization function (TSF) with a resolution of 1 /is that can be accessed for stamping
frame transmissions and receptions. 1 ¡

jls

corresponds to a distance of approximately 300 m,

which usually exceeds the range of WLANs coverage.
In order to overcome the problem of low resolution timestamps, most existing distance
measurement approaches based on upper layer T O A estimations for IEEE 802.11 require
modifications to the off-the-shelf W LAN NIC chipsets to acquire higher clock rate and pre
cise timing information. These solutions are referred as hardware-assisted upper layer TOA
distance measurement solutions.

The internal delay calibration at both transmitter and

receiver is employed in [30], using R TS/C TS frame exchanges. In [21] an accurate times
tamp on transmission and reception is obtained by capturing a segment of the waveform
and then performing a matched filter detection using the probe-request/probe-response ex
change. In [18], authors proposed connecting a counter module to a W LAN NIC and using
the clock of the connected counter module as the high resolution time base for stamping
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frame transmissions and receptions. The data/A C K frame exchange is employed for RTT
measurement.
Most of the hardware-assisted solutions try to minimize the hardware changes so that
their implementations in practice are more feasible than those aforementioned methods which
work at the PHY layer. However, modifications to the hardware still introduce difficulties in
system implementations and pure software based T O A distance measurement solutions for
IPL systems, involving neither additional hardware nor hardware modifications, have been
rarely explored.

4.3

Round-Trip Time based Distance Determination
Using Frame Exchanges in IEEE 802.11

4.3.1

Frame Exchange Sequences in 802.11 W L A N

As introduced in Section 2.2 in Chapter 2, according to IEEE 802.11 standard, each transmit
ted data frame is required to be acknowledged by the receiver upon its successful reception
after a short interframe spacing (SIFS) period. In the proposed distance measurement ap
proach, we utilize this standard compatible feature to determine RTT, hence the distance
between two IEEE 802.11 stations. Since the A C K frames are processed and generated by
the NIC with the highest priority, the processing delay as well as random latency can be
minimized.
To better illustrate the IEEE 802.11 frame exchange sequence, Figure 4.2 depicts a pair
of ICMP ping request/response frame exchange as an example. The source station starts
the transmission by sending out a ping request frame to the destination station. After the
reception of the frame, the destination station NIC checks if the frame is received correctly.
An ACK is sent back to the source station after a SIFS if no error is found in the last
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Figure 4.2: The ICM P ping request/response frame exchange sequence.

reception, indicating that the ping request is successfully received. The destination station
NIC also passes the received frame to the driver and upper layer software applications running
on the destination host machine for further processes. For the case of ping request, a ping
reply is generated and sent back to the source station. Upon successful reception of the ping
reply frame, the source station also sends an ACK to the destination station, indicating that
the ping procedure finishes with success.

4.3.2

Round-Trip T im e based Distance M easurement using
d a t a /A C K Frame Exchange Sequences

In the proposed distance measurement technique, the standard compatible data/A C K frame
exchange sequence is employed to estimate the RTT, hence the distance between two com
municating wireless stations. In this section, the timing sequence of IEEE 802.11 data/ACK
frame exchange is analyzed in detail. In the following analysis, IEEE 802.11 OFDM PHY
layer is focused.
The format of the frame for transmission, known as PLCP protocol data unit (PPDU)
in IEEE 802.11, is constructed as shown in Figure 4.3. The PPDU includes the OFDM
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■*------------------------------ PLCP Header------------------------------ ►
RATE
4 bits

Reserved
1 bit

LENGTH Parity Tail SERVICE
1 bit 6 bits
12 bits
16 bits

Tail
6 bits

PSDU

Pad
Bits

Coded/OFDM
BPSK, Code Rate=1/2

PLCP Preamble
12 Symbols

^

o u u c u /w r u iv i

*

RATE is indicated in SIGNAL

SIGNAL
1 OFDM Symbol

^

DATA
Variable Number of OFDM Symbol

Figure 4.3: The format of IEEE 802.11 PLCP protocol data unit for frame transmissions.

PLCP preamble, OFDM PLCP header, PLCP service data unit (PSDU), tail bits, and
pad bits.

The PLCP header contains the following fields: LENGTH, RATE, a reserved

bit, an even parity bit, and the SERVICE field.

Among these PLCP header fields, the

LENGTH, RATE, reserved bit, and parity bit (with 6 zero tail bits appended) constitute
a separate single OFDM symbol, denoted as SIGNAL, which is transmitted with the most
robust combination o f BPSK modulation and a coding rate o f R = 1/2. The SERVICE field
of the PLCP header and the PSDU (with 6 zero tail bits and pad bits appended), denoted
as DATA, are transmitted at the data rate described in the RATE field and may constitute
multiple OFDM symbols.
The RTT is estimated from the data frame transmission and the corresponding ACK
frame reception, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

To start the RTT estimation, the source

station starts the transmission by sending a data frame at time instant

¿tx-data_start ■ After

a

propagation delay o f ¿pr0p, the transmitted signal reaches the destination station. The time
consumed by transmitting ( T X T IM E ) or receiving ( R X T IM E ) the frame can be expressed
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Figure 4.4: The timing sequence of IEEE 802.11 data/A C K frame exchange.

by

T X T IM E = R X T IM E

(4.1)

=

^tx_data_finish ~ ^tx.data_start = ^rx.dataJinish — ^rx.datajstart

=

^p r e a m b l e +

^S IG N A L

+ TSYM X Ceiling{(16 + 8 x Tpayload -f 6 ) /A DBPS},

where ^ p r e a m b l e is the duration o f PLCP preamble; TgiQNAL is the duration of the
SIGNAL symbol; TgyM is the duration of one OFDM symbol; Lpayload represents the length
of the data payload in bytes and Y g g p g , number of data bits per OFDM symbol, is derived
from the employed modulation and coding scheme for the current transmission (refer to the
column “Data Bits per OFDM Symbol” of Table 2.1 in Chapter 2 for detailed values of
TVd b p s )- Ceiling{-} is a function that returns the smallest integer value greater than or
equal to its argument value. For IEEE 802.11 OFDM PH Y with 20 MHz channel spacing,
^PREAMBLE = 16 fi8, TgjQNAL = 4 W and TSYM = 4 ¡is [5].
At the time instant tTX data_finishi the data frame reception terminates at the desti
nation station. The corresponding ACK is sent out upon successful reception of the data
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frame, after a SIFS delay or after the NIC at the destination station finishes processing the
received frame at the PH Y layer, whichever is larger.

The SIFS time together with the

processing time at the destination station is denoted by

i proc-

Similarly to the data frame

transmission, after a propagation delay of i prop, the ACK frame reaches the source station
and its reception terminates at time instant

i rx_A.CK_finish-

A 8 a result, the value of RTT,

can be calculated at the source station as

¿RTT>

^R TT

—

^rx_ACK_start

^tx_data_finish

=

2 X t proP T tproc-

(4 .2 )

The signal propagation time is then determined by

¿R TT — rproc
t ProP —

Having the signal propagation time i prop, the distance d between the source station
and the destination station can be expressed as follows

d — c x i propj

(4-4)

where c is the velocity of a radio wave propagates through the air (c ~ 2.998 x 108 m /s) and

tpvop is the propagation time in seconds calculated in (4.3).

4.3.3

Remaining Challenges

Although it is straightforward to calculate the distance between two communicating wire
less stations by substituting equations (4.1)-(4.3) into (4.4), the proposed RTT based dis
tance measurement approach still faces several challenges. First, the timestamp provided by
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W LAN NICs has a discrete value with a resolution of 1 its, corresponding to a distance res
olution of 300 meters. This low distance resolution cannot provide a location precision that
an IPL system is expected. Second, ACK frames are purely processed by the NIC hardware.
Thus the software, including W LAN NIC driver and upper layer applications, is not notified
upon the transmission and reception of ACK frames under normal operation mode, making
the timing information related to ACK frames unavailable. Third, according to the timing
synchronization function (TSF) specified by the IEEE 802.11 standard, the attachment of
transmit timestamp is only mandatory for beacon frames, which are essentially multi-cast
frames and require no ACK reply upon reception, making the timing information regarding
to the data frame transmission is not available by default. Fourth, the local processing time,
iproo is dependent on the traffic load at the PH Y layer and is not provided by the WLAN
NIC. In the following section, solutions for these technical challenges are discussed.

4.4

Round-Trip Time Resolution Enhancement

4.4.1

Problem Description

As described Section 4.3, the distance between two communicating wireless stations is es
timated by calculating the round-trip signal propagation time from T O A of data frames
and corresponding A CK frames. However, the continuous time domain TO A is assigned to
one of the finite set of discrete values, referred as timestamps, while the original continuous
TO A measurements are not available to the driver or other upper layers applications. As
a result, the timestamps available at upper layers are no longer the T O A of the continuous
time series, instead, they are discrete representations of the approximate TO A reported by
the hardware with limited quantization resolution.
In order to generate frame timestamps, the continuous time is discretized with a res-
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Figure 4.5: Effects of quantization and the corresponding bias error, (a) Continues TOAs
and corresponding quantized values, (b) Bias caused by quantization.

olution of 1 pis and the closest discrete value to the frame arrival time is selected as the
frame arrival timestamp. Figure 4.5 presents an illustrated example of this timestamp dis
cretization process. The upper plot shows how continuous TO A s discrete axe assigned to
timestamps, while the lower plot shows the corresponding discretization errors. For example,
if a frame arrives between 41.5 pis and 42.5 pis, a timestamp of 42 pis will be assigned to that
frame. The minimum discretization error occurs when a frame arrives at the discrete times
tamp and the maximum error occurs when a frame arrives at the middle of two consecutive
discrete timestamps.
The discretization of the continuous time measurement generates a maximum error of
0.5 pis, which equals to 150 m when converting the signal propagation time to distance. This
distance estimation error is even larger than the coverage of IEEE 802.11 WLANs which
is generally less than 100 m. Therefore, an R TT estimation resolution of a nanosecond is
required to obtain an estimation precision of several meters.
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To improve the accuracy of the T O A estimated from the discrete timestamp reported
by the hardware, average can be taken over a large number of consecutive RTTs. An in
teresting result is that an average of TO A measurements only gives a significant resolution
improvement if the T O A measurement in the continuous time domain is not “too perfect” .
In the cases that the T O A measurement error in the continuous time domain is suitably
large, several adjacent quantization levels are excited to some extent. Then the TO A mea
surement error will act as an interpolation mechanism among adjacent quantization levels,
giving results at intermediate values between these levels after averaging, thus increasing
the resolution of the T O A measurements. This method is based on the assumption that
the frame arrival time estimation errors in the continuous time domain, generated by the
W LAN NICs, are symmetrically distributed around zero [6 ] [7]. The details o f the method
are presented in subsequent sections.

4.4.2

Proposed Solution

4.4.2.1

Mathematical Background

Denote r as the true T O A value at which the frame arrives at the NIC, let rm signify
the frame arrival time measured by W LAN NICs in the continuous time domain.

The

measurement error in the continuous time domain is dependent on the NIC characteristics
and we assume a Gaussian distribution for simplicity. W ith the Gaussian assumption of
measurement errors, the NIC measured frame arrival time rm is distributed as a Gaussian
distribution with the width aT and the mean r. Therefore, the probability density function
(PDF) of T O A measurement rm in the continuous time domain is
2

PTm(Tm) —

(4.5)
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The continuous frame arrival time rm is then quantized with a quantization step A t =
1 //s by assigning the closest discrete timestamp,

to the frame arrival time, where

is the

discrete time represented by the zth timestamp bin of a finite set of discrete timestamps.
Since there is no preference for frame arrival time, it is assumed to be uniformly
, t{ +

distributed in the zth discrete arrival time bin,
tization error is uniformly distributed in the interval

, and therefore, the quan
• As a result, the PDF of

quantization error is a rectangular with a width of A t and height of ¿ p , centered at the
origin.
Subsequently, the PDF of the continuous T O A measurement

Tm

assigned to each

possible discrete timestamp bin can be considered as integrating the Gaussian PDF (4.5)
of the arrival time measurement rm over the quantization interval [—A t / 2 , A t / 2] centered
around each timestamp bin t^, where

= kAr. As suggested by [37], such integrating

procedure can be treated as convolving the Gaussian PDF in (4.5) with a rectangle having
width A t and height ^ 7 , and then multiplying the result by a sampling function comprising
an infinite train of delta functions along the abscissa, spaced A t apart, and each having an
area of

Consequently, the mean value and the variance of this new PDF can be calculated

by evaluating the first and second derivatives o f the composite characteristic function at the
origin. The average of rz discrete random variables is denoted by t.
The characteristic function [36] of the Gaussian PDF (4.5) is given by

$ Tm(w) = ^ 'TW- 2 ^

2

( 4 .6 )

and the PDF of the quantization error, which is an unit area rectangle, has an inverse Fourier
transform given by
sin(a;AT/2)
u

A

t

/2

(4.7)
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Therefore, the convolution between the Gaussian PDF in (4.5) and the rectangle quantization
error PDF is equivalent to multiplying (4.6) with (4.7).
The process of multiplying the resultant PDF from previous multiplication by the
sampling function spaced A

t

apart is represented in the transform domain by the convolution

of the characteristic function with the inverse Fourier transform of the sampling function,
which is a similar sampling function in the transform domain, comprising an infinite train
of unit area delta functions spaced ^

apart along the ui axis. This is equivalent to simply

replicating the characteristic function along the u axis at intervals of

The resultant

composite characteristic function is

The mth moment of the PDF of t can be obtained from m times of differentiation
operations relative to u [36]. That is

£>(m>St(w)Uo =

(4.9)

As indicated in (4.9), the first and second moments of the PDF of the TO A estimation t
assigned to discrete timestamps can be obtained from (4.8) by two differentiation operations,
relative to oj. The calculation can be facilitated by factoring each term into three or four
simpler expressions. Then, the rules for differentiating products and quotients can be applied
to construct the final result from these simpler forms [37]. The mean value of TO A estimation

t becomes
(4.10)
k=1

Equation (4.10) is a Fourier sine series representation of the mean value. When the
frame TO A measurement in the continuous time domain has no error, i.e., ay = 0, the
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Figure 4.6: Effect of averaging over quantized noised signal.

maximum frame timestamp error is equal to half of the quantization step, i.e., 0.5 ¡is. In
this case, the entire bias error is caused by the quantization and the T O A estimation bias
curve is a negative going repetitive ’’ sawtooth” shape centered about the origin, with a peak
amplitude of ± ^ r and a period of A t .
Figure 4.6 illustrates the bias error et = E(t) — r for a few values of the normalized
standard deviation of the frame arrival time estimation error in the continuous time domain,
o > /A

t

. The solid blue curve represents the case

crT — 0 and has the same shape as the

bias curve shown in Figure 4.5. This proves the consistency of the result given by (4.10)
with the one shown in Figure 4.5. One observes in this figure that as the estimation error
<7t in the continuous time domain increases, the resultant averaged T O A estimation error
decreases. This observation can be further explained by the measured timestamp histogram,
for example the one in Figure 4.7.
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In Figure 4.7, the real frame arrival time lies within the interval [40.5,41.5]. If the
W LAN NIC observes this arrival time precisely, i.e., ar = 0, the arrival frames are always
assigned a timestamp of 41 pis. As we increase the number of measurements, the assigned
timestamps do not change and as a result, the averaged timestamp is also 41 ¡is and the
histogram is a rectangular at interval [40.5,41.5] with a unit height. This causes an estimation
error as large as 0.5 ¿zs to the R T T based TO A estimation. On the other hand, if the NIC
of the wireless station estimates the frame arrival time in the continuous time domain with
a variance aT greater than zero, it is possible that the frame arrival time falls into interval
[40.5,41.5] as well as its neighboring timestamp bins, intervals [39.5,40.5] and [41.5,42.5].
As a result, the measured values of frame arrival time are stamped with timestamps 41 ¿zs
and possibly, 40 ¿zs and 42 /zs. In this case, the frame timestamp histogram includes several
rectangles with different heights, for example, as being observed in Figure 4.7.

As the
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number of collected frame timestamps increases, the averaged R T T based T O A estimation
over multiple timestamps can result in a value closer to the real TO A , therefore decreases
the estimation error.

4.4.2.2

Error Estimation of Averaged TOA over Discrete Timestamps

In practice, only the first term (k = 1) in (4.10) is significant and the averaged T O A esti
mation t over multiple timestamps can be simplified as

E(t) « r —

(4.11)

According to the approximation given in (4.11), the bias error e* = E(t)—r is sinusoidal
and its peak value is
M peak = ± —
7T

•

(4.12)

In the situation that the arrival time measurement standard deviation is half of the
quantization step, crr = ^ r , the peak error is ±0.002289A r. Figure 4.7 shows an example
of discrete timestamp measurements, where r = 41.2147 pis, A

t

= 1 pts, oT = ^ r . The

resultant averaged T O A is 41.2125 /is, giving an error of —0.0022 /is in time, or -0.3347 m
in distance. This is consistent with what is expected from (4.12).

4.4.2.3

Frame timestamp Error Variance Estimation

The frame timestamp error variance calculation is more difficult, but a good approximation
is [37]
(4.13)

The cosine term in (4.13) is normally very small due to the exponential factor and can
be ignored in most cases. This gives the variation on the average of n of these quantized
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random variables as
1

n

a? +

(M

12

(4.14)

The simplified equation for the variation on the average of n of these discrete times
tamps (4.14) is something that we expected, since according to the probability theory, vari
ances axe added when two functions are convolved together. In (4.14), the first term is the
variance of the Gaussian distributed TO A measurement in continuous time domain before
quantization, and the second term is the variance of the rectangle quantization error PDF.

4.4.2.4

Required Number of Collected Frames

We use two criterions to evaluate the distance measurement, and equivalently the RTT
measurement, including the maximum error and the error variance. Since the distance and
the R TT are essentially equivalent, and the RTT is derived from discrete timestamps, we
will evaluate the precision o f frame timestamp estimation instead of distance measurement.
The maximum error of the T O A estimation t which averages over multiple timestamps is
presented in (4.12) while its variance is evaluated in (4.14).
In (4.12), the maximum error is dependent on the standard deviation of frame arrival
time measurement in the continuous time domain, cy, and not on the number of collected
frames. As this standard deviation increases, the maximum frame timestamp error decreases.
However, the frame arrival time measurement error is NIC-dependent and in most situations,
this information is not available.
In (4.14), the frame timestamp estimation error is dependent on the number of the
collected frames, whose timestamps are used for the averaging calculation. If the timestamp
error variance is required to be smaller than an upper bound cr^ax) the required number of
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collected frames are calculated as

n>

12(7? + (Ar)2
l^ m a x

4.4.2.5

(4.15)

Summary of RTT based TOA Estimation Using Averaging Method

In this section, we briefly describe our distance measurement technique, based on the analysis
and discussion presented so far. The round-trip propagation time is calculated from data
frame timestamp and its corresponding ACK frame timestamp by using (4.2) and (4.3). In
order to reduce the error variance, a certain number of R TT measurements will be collected
and used to calculate the averaged round-trip propagation time. The number of required
samples is determined by (4.15).

The distance between two stations is derived from the

averaged round-trip propagation time, according to (4.4).
The measured distances between a target station and reference stations will be used
to determine the location of the target, using trilateration technique, as presented in Section
4.5. The implementation of the presented technique and technical challenges are discussed
in Section 4.6.

4.5

Determining the Location in 2D Spaces

In this section, the method of trilateration for determining a location on a 2D surface is
introduced. Recall Figure 4.1 which shows the principles of the trilateration method: the
target station is located at the intersection of three circles, center at three different reference
stations. Unlike triangulation, which uses angle of arrivals together with at least one known
distance to calculate the target location, trilateration uses three reference points with known
locations together with measured distance between the target and each reference point to
determine the location o f the target.
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Figure 4.8: Example of solving the triangle for localization.

Figure 4.8 shows an example using the trilateration method for locating a target with
three known reference points. Three reference points, A, B and C , are on a 2D surface with
known positions, (x^,y^), {x B i Vb ) aRd (x<y, yc)i respectively. These three reference points
must not be aligned to uniquely determine the target position. The distance between each

d^(j and d#c can be expressed as follows

reference points, namely

dAB

= V ( XB ~ xa ) 2 + (VB ~ Va )2>

dAc

= V ( x c - xA)2 + ( y c ~ y A )2,

dBC

= \ / (XC ~ XB ) 2 + (VC ~ VB) 2 -

4 16)

( -

Denote T as the target position to be localized with coordinates (xy, yj'). After apply
ing suitable distance measurement technique, distances between T and each reference point,

dpAi dxB and d rc, are determined. Therefore, the task o f localizing the target position is
converted into solving the coordinates (xy, yjr) with the knowledge of three distances from
the target to three known reference points. According to Figure 4.8, the distance between
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@ Target station
$

Reference station

Figure 4.9: Example of axis rotation for simpler target cordinates calculation,

the target station and three references points can be represented by

dTA = \/(XT ~ XA)2 + (VT ~ VA)2, .
dTB ~ V ( XT ~ XB ) 2 + {VT ~ VB)2>
drc —

(4-17)

(xt ~ xc ) 2 + (vt ~ v c ) 2-

In (4.17), we have three equations with two unknowns, which can be solved to find
an unique solution. To simplify the calculation of the target coordinates, it is reasonable to
rotate A A B C and align one side of the triangle to one of the 2 D axis. As shown in Figure
4.9, the side AB of A ABC is aligned to the X -axis and A is considered as the origin.
By applying the cosine rule to distances between target T to reference point A and B ,
we have
9

dt b =

9

9

^AB —

cos 6.

(4.18)
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Rearranging (4.18) gives

cose = dTA + dA B ~ 4 B

(4.19)

2dTA dAB

The value of cos 6 in (4.19) can be solved since all the distances used in (4.19) have
been obtained in the previous measurements. Therefore, the coordinates of target point T
can be determined by

xt

=

<1t a ‘ sin 0

UT — d,TA' cos 9.

(4.20)

Note that at this point, the angle 6 can not be uniquely determined by (4.19) since
ambiguous cases may happen for 6 G [—

f ]• This ambiguity shows that the position of the

target cannot be uniquely located with only two reference points. For general scenarios, a
third reference point is required to resolve this ambiguity by examining the distance between
calculated coordinates and the third reference point. The one fulfills the following equation

¿TC

=

(xc - XT)2 + (yc - VT) 2 >

( 4 -2 1 )

should be accepted as the correct coordinates o f the target location.
However, the aforementioned ambiguity caused by using two reference points can also
be avoided in some practical applications by placing the two reference points at some partic
ular locations. For example, as shown in Figure 4.10, by placing two reference points along
one of the external walls of a building, one of the solutions of angle 9, which results in coor
dinates that fall outside of the building, is considered as invalid and thus can be eliminated.
The target location is then uniquely determined based on such setups.
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Figure 4.10: Reference point setup to eliminate ambiguity in position location.

Note that in realistic scenarios, the imperfection of distance estimations as well as
the inaccurate position information of reference points pose challenges to compute positions
using the trilateration method. The circles in Figure 4.1 may not intersect at one point,
resulting in a target area rather than a single target location. The uncertainty in distance
estimations has motivated number of researches in the literature for locating a target station.
One example o f such approaches is a probabilistic based method proposed in [45], where
errors in distance estimations are modeled as normal random variables. Since this chapter
mainly focuses on the estimation of distance between two communicating W LAN stations,
the localization algorithm will not be addressed in details.

4.6

System Implementation

In this section, the implementation of the proposed distance measurement approach is pre
sented using commercially available IEEE 802.11 W LAN NICs.
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In this approach, the timestamp for each frame is measured by the W LAN NIC rather
than the operating system (OS) to minimize the software-dependent latencies. The IEEE
802.11 data/A C K sequence is used to estimate the RTT between two communicating wireless
stations. In IEEE 802.11 standard, upon the reception of a data frame at the receiver, an
ACK is sent back to the transmitter after a delay of SIFS. The SIFS is 10 ¿xs for IEEE
802.11b/g and 16 /xs for IEEE 802.11a.

Then, the distance between the two stations is

calculated from the estimated RTT.
The reason using the data/A C K sequence instead of data exchange sequences, such as
the ICMP ping request/respond sequence, to calculate the RTT is that responses generated
by upper layer software applications, such as ping response, are subject to high variable
delay introduced by the working load and scheduling schemes of the host OS. In contrast,
the immediate ACK is purely handled by the hardware of the W LAN NIC and therefore the
latency is more stable and predictable.

4.6.1

The M onitor Station Aided R T T Measurement

As stated in Section 4.3.3, beside the problem of limited resolution provided by frame times
tamps for RTT based T O A estimation, there still remains multiple challenges for the im
plementation of IEEE 802.11 based distance measurement technique for IPL systems using
commercial W LAN NICs. To make use of data/A C K frame exchange sequences to determine
RTTs between two communicating stations, the exact time of the data frame transmission
and the corresponding A CK frame reception are required. However, the driver and upper
layer software applications are not aware of the transmission and reception of ACK frames
in normal communications since ACKs are purely handled by W LAN NICs. Furthermore,
the exact time that the NIC starts the data frame transmission is also not available at driver
or upper layer applications.
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In order to overcome these problems, a third station, called the monitor station, is
employed. In the following, principles o f the monitor station is introduced in Section 4.6.1.1,
followed by the monitor aided RTT measurement presented in Section 4.6.1.2. In the end of
this section, the method to extract timestamps and other information from frames observed
by the monitor station is introduced.

4.6.1.1

The Monitor Station

A monitor station is an IEEE 802.11 wireless station that is configured to operate in the
monitor mode. In this special mode, the transmit ability of the NIC is disabled to avoid the
monitor station from generating any wireless traffics that may cause interferences. On the
other hand, the NIC of the monitor station passes all the frames received by its interface
to the driver, regardless of the type or the source/destination of the frame. This offers an
opportunity for the driver and the upper layer software applications to fully observe the
frame exchange sequences in the air and perform subsequent processing.
W ith the help of the monitor station, all desired frames for RTT calculations are
treated as received frames at the monitor station. This avoids the problem that the driver
and upper layer software applications, working in the normal stations, are not aware of the
ACK frame transmission and cannot observe the exact time of frame transmissions.

4.6.1.2

The Monitor Station Aided RTT Measurement

In this section, the R T T calculation that has been introduced in Section 4.3.2 is modified to
take the monitor station into consideration. In the monitor station aided RTT measurement,
the monitor station is placed together with the source stations so that the propagation time
from the source station to the monitor station is considered as zero. In this sense, the source
station is referred as location station, and the destination station is called remote station in
the following context. Figure 4.11 illustrates the timing sequence of one pair of typical IEEE
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Figure 4.11: The monitor station aided data/A C K timing sequence.

802.11 data/A C K frame exchange sequence. The ICMP ping is employed as an example to
demonstrate the procedure without losing generality.
For each ICMP ping request/reply frame exchange, four timestamps axe recorded by
the monitor station: ¿ml_data_start> ¿ml_ACK_start> ¿m2_data_start an<^ ¿m2_ACK_start>

shown

in Figure 4.11. Since the monitor station is placed together with the source station, the
propagation time between the monitor station and the source station can be considered as
zero. The collected four timestamps can be approximately treated as the time corresponding
to events occur at the source station.
Using these four timestamps, two time intervals, namely ¿delay.remote and ¿delay-local >
are calculated by

¿delay.remote — ¿ml_A.CK.start

¿ml_data_start

(4.22)
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and

¿delay-local = ¿m2_ACK_start —¿m2.data_start >

(4.23)

where ¿delay.remote refers to the time duration since the start of an ICMP ping frame trans
mission at the local station until the corresponding ACK frame replied from the remote
station is received at the local station; and ¿delay-local represents the time duration since
the start of an ICMP ping reply reception until the start of the corresponding ACK frame
transmission, both at the local station.
The ¿delay-remote in (4-22) can be rewritten into

¿delay_remote =

¿ml_A.CK_start —¿ml-data_start

=

¿prop T ¿ping_request 4” ¿prod T ¿prop

=

2¿p^op + ¿pingjrequest T ¿prod)

(4.24)

where ¿ping_request is calculated using (4.1) based on the current employed modulation and
coding scheme for data transmission as well as the size of the data payload of ICMP ping
request, ¿procl represents the time period that the remote station WLAN NIC hardware
processes the received ping request frame or a period o f SIFS, whichever is larger.
Similarly, ¿delay-local in (4.23) can be rewritten into

¿delayJocal

=

¿m2_ACK_start —¿m2_data_start

=

¿ping-reply 4" ¿proc2 >

(4.25)

where ¿ping-reply is als° calculated using (4.1) based on the current employed modulation
and coding scheme for data transmission as well as the size of the ICMP Ping reply payload,

¿proc2 represents the time period that the local station W LAN NIC hardware processes the
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received ping reply frame or a SIFS period, whichever is larger.
Therefore, the propagation time ¿prop can be expressed by combining equations (4.24)
and (4.25), as follow

prop = 2

X

[(¿delay.remote ” ¿delay.local)

— (¿ping_request —¿ping.reply)
”

(¿prod ~ ¿proc2)]-

(4.26)

In (4.26), one difficulty in calculating the desired signal propagation time i pr0p is that
the hardware processing time at both remote and local station, i pr0cl and tproc2 are not
directly available. The processing time of the local station, tproc2 can be estimated with
the two timestamps i m2-data_start and ¿m2_ACK_start alonS with frame length and employed
modulation coding scheme for the corresponding frame. However, the processing delay in
troduced by the remote station, i proci is unknown at the monitor station and cannot be
directly calculated using the observed timing measurements. This yet poses another advan
tage of using a monitor station for measuring the RTT. Although the delay introduced by
the W LAN NIC is varying from one frame reception to another because of the working load
variation, the processing delay at the remote station and the local station can be treated
approximately the same for the same hardware platform. Therefore, the local processing
delay ipr0c2 can be used as an approximation of tproci as

¿prod ~ ¿proc2-

(4.27)
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Substituting (4.27) into (4.26), we have

¿prop — 2

x

((^delay-remote

^delayJocal)

— (^ping-request —^ping_reply))-

(4.28)

To extract timing information for RTT based T O A measurements, the monitor station
needs the access to the IEEE 802.11 frame header fields, which contains modulation type,
frame length, and MAC timestamps so that the desired propagation time in (4.28) can be
calculated. In Section 4.6.1.3, the method to obtain the M AC timestamp and employed
modulation coding scheme will be introduced in detail.
Furthermore, in the scenario that the transmission rate and frame size of data and
control frames is controllable, it is then possible to further simplify the procedure by setting
identical transmission rate and frame size for both local and remote stations. By doing so,
the calculation of ¿prop can be further simplified as

¿prop — 0 (¿delay-remote

^delay-local)-

(4.29)

Equation (4.29) avoids the information extractions and numerical calculations about
the frame header type, header length, the payload length, the modulation scheme as well
as the hardware process delay, so that the computational cost of RTT estimation can be
minimized, making the solution easy to be implemented.

4.6.1.3

Information Extraction from Radiotap Header

The MAC timestamp of a frame is measured by the W LAN NICs upon the reception of the
frame. It is then stored in a specific chipset header structure, so that it can be accessed by
driver and upper layer software applications. Three different chipset header types, namely
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Figure 4.12: The Radiotap header structure and the subsequent Radiotap data field.

PrismHeader, AVS, and the RadioTap headers, are usually implemented depending the types
of NICs as well as drivers. Usually, the device drivers have to be configured properly to
provide one of these headers.
The Radiotap is designed to balance the need of a hardware-independent, extensible
capture format against the need to conserve CPU and memory bandwidth on embedded
systems. It is supported by many W LAN NIC vendors, such as Atheros, Broadcom and
Intel. The Radiotap header is a mechanism to supply additional information about frames
from the driver to user-space applications such as libpcap, and from a user-space application
to the driver for transmission. The Radiotap header provides more flexibility for reporting
the characteristics of a frame than the legacy Prism or AVS header allows. As shown in
Figure 4.12, it allows the driver developer to specify an arbitrary number of data fields by
configuring the Presence Flag field in the Radiotap header. An IEEE 802.11 NIC driver
that supports Radiotap will define its own data structures and embed an instance of an

ieee8021 l-RadiotapJieader structure at the beginning, followed by subsequent data fields.
The Presence Flag bitmap is set accordingly to indicate data field presence.
Among the data fields defined for the Radiotap header, the desired frame reception
timestamp is extracted by accessing the IEEE80211.RADIOTAP-TSFT field of the Radiotap
header by the monitor station. This field contains an unsigned 64-bit value, measured in
microseconds, of the M A C ’S 802.11 TSF timer. In theory, for each received frame, this value
is recorded when the first bit of the MPDU arrives at the MAC layer. W ith the timestamps
of the data and corresponding ACK frames, both ¿delay-remote arid ¿delay-local in (4.28) can
be calculated by substituting the corresponding frame reception timestamps for data/ACK
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frame exchange pairs into (4.24) and (4.25), respectively.
Besides timestamps, the modulation and coding scheme employed by the captured data
frame can be also extracted from the Radiotap header for the calculation of the duration of
data frame i ping_request and ¿ping_reply- However, these calculations are not trivial, because
the chipsets do not provide information on the PHY preamble used for transmission. For
example, the IEEE 802.l l g standard supports three different preambles: long (1 Mbps), short
(2 Mbps) and g-only (OFDM ) preambles, which all have different transmission durations.
To overcome this difficulty, a list o f all possible preamble types and their corresponding
durations should be prepared before the measurement according to standard specifications.
W hen the monitor station starts capturing frames, the measured values can be compared
with theoretically calculated values in the pre-prepared list. The closest type of preamble is
then considered to be valid and therefore can be used for further calculations.

4.7

Summary

In this chapter, a distance measurement technique is proposed for IPL systems based on
existing IEEE 802.11 W LANs infrastructures. The position o f a target wireless station is
determined by distances between the target and preset reference stations, using the trilateration method. The distance between two wireless stations is estimated by calculating the
round-trip propagation time of the monitored data frame and corresponding ACK frame
arrival timestamps. In order to improve the RTT estimation accuracy, an averaging method
is presented, which profits from the frame arrival time measurement error in the continuous
time domain to lower the averaged round-trip propagation time estimation error. The im
plementation of the presented technique, as well as solutions to technical challenges, are also
described.
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Chapter 5
Field Tests of Proposed Protocol-based
Indoor Position Location Technique
In Chapter 4, a protocol-based distance measurement approach has been presented for es
timating distance between two communicating W LAN stations using standardized IEEE
802.11 data/A C K frame exchange sequences. In this chapter, field tests are conducted to
evaluate the performance of the distance measurement technique proposed in Chapter 4. All
the field tests are carried out in a typical office building (Thompson Engineering Building at
the University of Western Ontario) where W LAN APs/stations and other wireless devices
co-exist with the distance measurement system to be evaluated.
In the conducted tests, both LOS and NLOS scenarios are considered. Distance is
measured with W LAN devices that either have identical platforms (same OS and same
W LAN NICs chipset) or non-identical platforms (different OSs and W LAN NICs chipset)
to justify the impact of software/hardware platforms to the performance of the presented
approach. A preliminary localization system that utilizes the proposed distance measurement
technique is also demonstrated in this section for locating a target IEEE 802.11 WLAN
station in typical indoor environments.
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AP and Monitor Station
Remote Station

Figure 5.1: The floor plan layout for the LOS test campaign.

5.1

Line-of-sight Test

In this section, the LOS test is conducted. Configurations and the equipment setup, together
with measurement results are presented in the following.

5.1.1

Equipment Configurations

The LOS test campaign is done in the hall way as shown in Figure 5.2. The local station
and the remote station are configured as IEEE 802.11 station and A P respectively. The
third station is configured as the monitor station and is placed together with the local
station as shown in Figure 5.2 to capture data/A C K frame exchange sequences between
two communicating stations. All three stations are placed about 1.5m away from ground to
guarantee a large percentage of the Fresnel-zone, which is an elliptic space around the direct
LOS between both stations that free of any obstacles harming the transmission. Moreover,
all three stations are equipped with identical Atheros AR5004X wireless platform, which
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Figure 5.2: Station placement for the LOS test campaign.

consists of an AR5213 M AC chipset and an AR5212 radio chipset.

FreeBSD 8.2-stable

GENERIC kernel is installed for all three stations as host OS.
The distance to be measured ranges from 0 m to 40 m and tests are conducted for every
4 meters. In each measurement, ICMP ping is employed to generate traffics between the
local station and the remote station. The local station is set to transmit ICMP ping request
to the remote station every 10 ms until 15000 packets are collected by the monitor station.
The modulation coding scheme is chosen to be convolutional coded 16-QAM with a coding
rate of | for data frame transmission at both two communicating stations. This modulation
coding scheme provides a fixed data rate transmission of 36Mbps as shown in Table 2.1 in
Chapter 2. According to the analysis given in 4.6.1.2 in Chapter 4, the fixed rate minimizes
the measurement variation caused by RAA so that (4.29) can be applied for calculating the
round trip propagation time i prop. Since each uni-cast ICMP ping request addressed to one
receiver is immediately acknowledged if it is received without errors, an ACK with a rate
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0 .9 -

Discrete TOA measurement ( jas)

Figure 5.3: The histogram of measured discrete Timestamps of ¿delay.remote
of 8 m.

the distance

of 24Mpbs is instantaneously sent out after the arrival of the ICMP ping request plus an
SIFS. W ith these two rates and the time difference to be measured, corresponding distance
between two remote stations can be estimated. To avoid potential packet retransmission
effects, the maximal number of allowed retransmissions is set to zero in all measurements.
Calibration should be initially carried out in the 0m distance in which the remote and
local stations are placed close to each other to remove the estimation bias.

5.1.2

Test Results

Figure 5.3 shows the histogram of measured discrete timestamps at the distance of 8 m. It
can be seen that the distribution of the discrete timestamps is close to the result in Figure
4.7 under the assumption that the additive noise is Gaussian distributed with the mean equal
to the averaged RTT and variance o> equal to 0.35.
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Figure 5.4: The convergence of averaged measurement values in the LOS case: (a
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each measured distance in the LOS

Figure 5.6: The estimated distance compared with real distance in the LOS test campaign.
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Figure 5.4 shows the convergence o f averaged RTT measurements. For both local and
remote stations, the measured T O A value tends to be less fluctuated after averaging 1500
valid measurement samples or more at all measured distances.
The averaged ¿delay-remote and ¿delay-local ¿° be used to calculate the final propagation
time ¿prop in (4.29) are shown in Figure 5.5. The estimated distance is shown in Figure
5.6 along with the real distance as a reference. The estimated distance is close to the real
distance where the maximum estimation error is 2.2685m and the minimum error is only
0.2136m.
This estimation precision proves that the protocol-based distance measurement ap
proach is able to be extended to future IPL systems with a high accuracy.

5.2

Non-line-of-sight Test

In this section, the NLOS test is conducted.

Configurations and the equipment setup,

together with measurement results are presented in the following.

5.2.1

Equipment Configurations

Unlike of the previous LOS test campaign, in this test, the local station and the monitor
station are placed inside a isolated office away from the hall way as shown in Figure 5.7 to
grantee the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) transmission. The rest of the settings are the same as
in the previous LOS test campaign.

5.2.2

Test Results

The averaged ¿delay-remote and ¿delay-local 3X6 shown in Figure 5.8 and the estimated distance
is shown in Figure 5.9. Compared with results obtained in LOS measurements, variations
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gp Remote Station

Figure 5.7: The floor plan layout for the NLOS test campaign.

Figure 5.8: The averaged ¿delay-local and ¿delay.remote
NLOS test campaign.

each measured distance in the
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Figure 5.9: The estimated distance compared with the real distance in the NLOS test
campaign.

of the averaged R TT values of both local and remote delay are much larger, which result
in a larger distance estimation error. This is because in NLOS measurements, DP is not
the FDP at the receiving station and the FDP at the receiver is highly time-dependent and
location-dependent, the chance that DP is not FDP at the receiving station is larger than it
in the LOS test, thus causing a larger variation of the estimated result.
It is also observed that, compared with the result in LOS measurement, the estimated
distance in NLOS measurement is larger than the real distance in each measurement. This
is not surprising because in the NLOS scenario, or more generally, NDDP scenario, the DP
transmission is blocked or weakened by obstacles during the signal propagation. Therefore,
the receiver has to rely on either reflected or refracted version of the original signal as an
approximation of DP for estimating FDP. These signals with non-DP propagation path have
longer propagation delay compared with DP. As a result, the distribution of TO A mea
surements at the receiver side is no longer symmetrical and measurements with values that
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greater than the real propagation time are dominant. Consequently, averaging over these
measurements results in a positive distance estimation bias at all distances. However, aver
aged values of T O A measurements are still used as estimations for the NLOS measurement
because the actual T O A distribution of non-DPs is difficult to be obtained in realistic.

5.3

Line-of-sight Test with Non-identical Stations

In previous two test campaigns, the hardware platform of two communicating stations as
well as the monitor station are identical to each other. However, in more practical cases,
the hardware and software platform of one wireless station is not necessarily the same as
it in other stations. To evaluate the impact o f non-identical stations to the performance of
the proposed distance measurement technique, in this section, LOS tests with non-identical
stations are conducted. Detailed equipment configurations and corresponding measurement
results are presented in the following.

5.3.1

Equipment Configurations

In this measurement campaign, instead of using two identical Atheros W LAN NICs with
FreeBSD OS as the local and remote station, the NIC of the remote station is replaced by a
Broadcom BCM4312 IEEE 802.11 a /b /g W LAN NIC and the host OS of the remote station
is replaced by the Windows 7 Home edition.
Since the driver for BCM4312 for Windows is not an open-source driver, no code-level
modifications or adjustments can be done to the driver. Moreover, no special configurations
are performed to the host OS except for changing the firewall rules to allow ICMP traffics
between the local station and the remote station.

The non-identical platforms are more

close-to-real because in realistic at least one station evolved in distance measurement and
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Figure 5.10: The averaged ¿delay-local and ¿delay.remote
each measured distance in the
non-identical station test campaign.

IPL systems may use a completely different hardware/software platform and can not be
customized for the IPL purpose even at the software level.
Since the remote station is not specially configured for this distance measurement, the
R A A implemented in the driver of the remote station W LAN NIC is then responsible for
adaptively selecting transmission rate for both data frames and ACK frames. In order to
calculate the desired signal propagation time ¿prop for estimating the distance between two
stations, (4.28) should be employed instead of (4.29) to take the different transmit durations
introduced by different transmission rates into consideration.
The rest of the settings remain the same as in the LOS test campaign.

5.3.2

Test Results

The averaged ¿delay.remote and ¿delay-local measurements as well as the estimated distance
are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: The estimated distance compared with the real distance in the non-identical
station test campaign.

It can be seen from Figure 5.10 that the averaged time corresponding to the remote
station is less stable compared to the averaged local delay as well as the previous LOS mea
surement where the hardware and software platforms of both remote and local stations are
the same. The instability of the remote station introduces additional errors when estimat
ing the distance between two stations. Furthermore, the work load and the process period
from hardware and software for two non-identical stations cannot be assumed to be identical
or close to each other. It also can be observed from measurement results shown in Figure
5.10 the remote station, which is equipped with Broadcom W LAN NIC running under Win
dows operating system, presents a different behavior of processing delay compared with the
local Atheors based FreeBSD station. Therefore, the method to approximate the remote
processing delay by employing (4.27) is not an optimal solution in this test.
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Preliminary Implementation for Indoor
Localization

In this section, tests o f a preliminary implementation for IPL system are conducted. Two
measurement campaigns are carried out to evaluate the performance of the IPL implemen
tation operating in an empty lobby and a small office, respectively. Different communication
protocols are employed in these two cases for wireless traffic generations to prove the fea
sibility of the proposed standard compatible frame exchange based distance measurement
technique as well as the IPL system implementation. In the following sections, equipment
configurations and measurement results for the each round of field test are presented in
detail.

5.4.1

Field Test in E m pty Lobby using T C P Traffics

5.4.1.1

Test setups and Equipment Configurations

Recall Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.8 in Chapter 4, in order to uniquely locate a position in a 2-D
space, a minimum of three reference points are required. However, it is possible to uniquely
determine the location of a target using two reference points with special designs customized
by the floor plan o f buildings as analyzed in Section 4.5 in Chapter 4.
In this test, two stations are placed at two corners of a rectangle shaped room acting
as reference points as shown in Figure 5.12.

The distance between these two reference

points is pre-measured to the localization procedure. It is obvious from Figure 5.12 that two
reference points ideally result in two ambiguous solutions for the coordinates of the target
station, namely T and T1. However, only one solution ( T ( x t , y x )) falls into the geometric
area of the room, which is shown as the shadowed rectangle in Figure 5.12. Therefore, with
the help of the floor plan and the knowledge that the target station remains inside the room
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Figure 5.12: Ambiguous solutions with two reference points.

during the measurement, localization results can be further narrowed down since only the
location falls inside the room is considered to be valid. As a result, in this specially designed
case, two reference points are sufficient for localizing a target station.
Figure 5.13 shows the placement of reference stations as well as locations to be es
timated in this campaign.

Since the geometric shape of the room is rectangle, axis are

constructed along two perpendicular sides of the room to simplify the representation of each
location as well as further position calculations. According to the constructed axis, the co
ordinates of two reference points R\ and i ?2 are (0, 0) and (0,7.87), respectively. Five target
locations are to be estimated as shown in Figure 5.13 and each target location requires two
distances to calculate corresponding coordinates of one position to be estimated. The target
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Figure 5.13: Floor plan of the room and locations to be estimated.

Figure 5.14: Station placement for the indoor localization measurement.
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Figure 5.15: Measured distance compared with real distance from two reference stations to
each location

station remains stationary during the distance measurement at each location.
In this campaign, normal TC P data exchange sequences are utilized to generate wireless
traffics between a reference station and a target station instead of ICMP ping sequences since
T C P data exchange sequences are more common in wireless communications. Furthermore,
large amount of data traffics increases the number of valid T O A measurements in a given
time period, which further accelerates the distance estimation at each location.

5.4.1.2

Measurement Results

The distance measured from two reference points to each of the five positions to be estimated
is shown in Figure 5.15, where the top figure and the bottom figure present distances from
each target station to reference point R\ (0,0) and to the reference point R 2 (0,7.87),
respectively. Red solid curves in Figure 5.15 represent measured distances at each position
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Table 5.1: Coordinates of Estimated locations of the target station compared with the
corresponding real location

Location
Location
Location
Location
Location

1
2
3
4
5

Real Location
(0 , 0)
(5.49, 0)
(5.49,3.935)
(2.745,3.935)
(0,3.935)

Estimated Location
(0.2792,0.6466)
(4.6653,-1.3831)
(5.4315,3.9335)
(2.4873,3.9329)
(1.0805,3.9340)

•
•
®
©

Estimated Location 1
Estimated Location 2
Estimated Location 3
Estimated Location 4
Estimated Location 5
Reference Point 1
Reference Point 2

Figure 5.16: Localization results with two reference points.

while blue dash curves demonstrate real distances calculated from position coordinates as
references.
Table 5.1 lists calculated coordinates of each position to be estimated. A more intuitive
result is shown in Figure 5.16 where distances measured for each position are represented by
circles with different colors and intersections o f two circles with identical color correspond
to the estimated location of a target station. Solutions obtained from trilateration method
with negative value on the X-axis are considered invalid according to the floor plan of the
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Figure 5.17: High density wireless signals sensed by an IEEE 802.11 W LAN station in a
typical office environment.

room. An unique estimated solution for each position can therefore be determined.
It is observed from Figure 5.16 that all the estimated locations are close to the corre
sponding real locations, thereby proving the protocol-based distance measurement is useful
for IPL systems.

5.4.2

Field Test in Small Office using U D P Traffics

In this section, a field test campaign is conducted in a small office where the wireless environ
ment is more complicated. This harsh wireless environment is mainly caused by two reasons.
First, larger number of multipaths exist within a small office environment since the wireless
signal can be reflected multiple times by walls and objects before attenuated below the re
ceive threshold at the destination station, increasing the T O A measurement uncertainty at
the monitor station. Second, the density of wireless signals is much higher in this typical
office environment. Figure 5.17 shows an example that ten IEEE 802.11 APs operating on
various wireless channels can be sensed by wireless stations placed in this office. Such high
density of wireless traffics increases the background noise level as well as the probability of
frame transmission collisions. Since the proposed distance measurement technique is based
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Figure 5.18: Placement of wireless stations and corresponding coordinates used in this test.
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on frame exchange sequences, high frame loss rate can reduce the effectiveness of the distance
determinations, hence affects the precision of localizations.

5.4.2.1

Test setups and Equipment Configurations

Similar to Section 5.4.1, in this field test campaign, two reference stations R 1 (0 ,0) and
f?2(4.5,0) are employed as shown in Figure 5.18 and the distance between these two reference
stations (4.5 m) is pre-measured and considered to be known during the localization. It can
also be observed from Figure 5.18 that the two reference stations are running on non-identical
platforms. R1 is a FreeBSD station using Atheros AR5004X wireless platform which is the
same as the target station, while R2 is a Windows station using Realtek RTL8187 USB
wireless adapter, which is different from the target station.
In this test campaign, the target station is configured to automatically take turns to
communicate with one of those two reference stations so that the corresponding distance
from the target station to each reference station can be periodically updated for automatic
target coordinates calculation. UDP data transmissions with data payload size equal to 20,
30, 50 and 100 bytes are employed to evaluate the impact o f various length of transmitted
frames to distance measurement results.

Different numbers of T O A measurements used

for averaging are also considered to evaluate the stability of the proposed protocol-based
distance measurement technique.

5.4.2.2

Measurement Results

Table 5.2 and 5.3 present the variance of averaged R TT measurement with different combina
tions of frame data payload size and number of T O A measurements for averaging. According
to these two tables, the size o f frame data payload has little impact to the stability of dis
tance measurement for both identical stations and non-identical station cases. Increasing
the number of T O A measurement for averaging, on the other hand, is able to reduce the
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Table 5.2: Variance of averaged TO A estimation using identical stations with different
selections o f data payload size and number of TO A s to be averaged
Data payload length (Byte)

30

50

100

6.04 x 10~ 5 6.04 x 10~ 6
1.10 x 10- 5 . 6.45 x 10" 6
4.59 x 10~ 6 6.04 x 10- 6

6.04 x 10- 5
6.05 x 10~ 5
3.34 x 10~ 6

5.77 x 10- 5
3.29 x 10- 5
1.47 x 10“ 5

20

No. of T O A for Averaging
5000
10000

15000

Table 5.3: Variance of averaged T O A estimation using non-identical stations with different
selections of data payload size and number of TOAs to be averaged
Data payload length (Byte)

20

30

50

100

2.03 x 10" 4
1.50 x 10~ 4
8.83 x 10- 5

2.19 x 10“ 5
2.20 x 1 0 - 5
1.65 x 10~ 5

4.14 x 10- 4
3.21 x 10~ 4

6.69 x 10- 6
4.69 x 10~ 6
2.93 x 10- 6

No. of TOAs for Averaging
5000
10000

15000

2.48 x 10- 4

fluctuations of R TT measurement results. Moreover, measurements with Windows station
are less stable, which is consistent with the observations in Section 5.3.
The estimated target station position compared with the real position of target station
is presented in Figure 5.19. The data payload size and number of T O A measurements for
averaging are chosen to be 30 bytes and 10000, respectively. According to Table 5.2 and
5.3, smaller values of these two parameters reduce the measurement stability while larger
payload size or averaging window results in longer measurement delays. It can be observed
from Figure 5.19 that most estimated positions are distributed around the real position
within a range of 3 meters.

Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 illustrate the detailed position

estimation error distribution. According to these two figures, most of the estimation errors
are ranging from 0.5 m to 1.5 m while over 90% of estimation errors are less than 2 meters.
This result further proves the efficacy of the proposed protocol-based distance measurement
technique for IPL implementations in realistic indoor scenarios.
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Figure 5.19: Estimated target station position compared with the real position of the
target station.

Figure 5.20: The PDF of the position estimation error compared with the real position of
the target station.
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Figure 5.21: The CDF of the position estimation error compared with the real position of
the target station.

It is worth noticing that the distance measurement error in the above field tests does
not increase for longer distances, therefore the distance measurement technique for IPL
proposed in Chapter 4 can be further extended into other wireless communication systems
with wider coverage in which R TT can be calculated using frame exchange sequences. For
example, in IEEE 802.16 W iM A X [3] specifications, the subscriber station initializes the RTT
measurement by transmitting the ranging request (RNG-REQ) frame to the base station.
The propagation time is estimated at the base station and replied to the subscriber station
using ranging response (RNG-RSP) frame. Moreover, the base station is able to transmit
unsolicited RNG-RSP frames to command the subscriber station to update RTT information
[19].

Consequently the distance measurement technique can take the advantage of this

standard specified mechanism to calculate the distance between two stations for position
location applications.
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Summary

In this chapter, field tests for evaluating the proposed protocol-based distance measure
ment technique in IEEE 802.11 WLANs with commercial available wireless stations are
presented. Field test results have shown that propagation delays extracted from observed
frame exchange sequences at the monitor station closely relative to distances and the pro
posed approach is able to estimate the distance with a measurement error of only few meters.
Moreover, a preliminary IPL system is also presented in which the target wireless station
is located using the trilatération method. Field test results demonstrate that the proposed
approach can be further integrated with more advanced trilatération algorithms into IPL
systems for robust and precise target localizations.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
As IEEE 802.11 W LANs have been massively deployed for flexible and economical broadband
communications in both public venues and residential areas, many efforts have been made
to improve QoS requirements of WLANs. On the other hand, growing applications based on
W LANs have attracted much research attentions. IPL system is one promising application
which combines IEEE 802.11 wireless communications with a position location network.
In this thesis, a collision detection algorithm based on PH Y layer SINR is proposed to
detect the occurrence of collisions during frame transmissions. Moreover, an IEEE 802.11
W LANs based IPL system with improved locationing accuracy is developed with existing
IEEE 802.11 W LANs infrastructures.

6.1

Research Contributions

Research contributions of this thesis include:
• A collision detection algorithm for loss diagnosis in IEEE 802.11 WLANs is proposed
based on PH Y layer SINR values. The algorithm is designed for fast detecting collisions
with low false alarm probability so that it can be further integrated into existing RAAs
for performance enhancement.
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• A protocol-based distance measurement technique for IPL systems is presented, in
which the existing infrastructures of IEEE 802.11 W LANs are utilized. Standard com
patible frame exchange sequences are employed to measure the distance between two
IEEE 802.11 wireless stations without dedicated hardware or hardware modifications.
• A preliminary IPL system based on the proposed protocol-based distance measurement
technique is implemented for realistic target localization in indoor environments.
• Field tests have been conducted to evaluate the presented protocol-based indoor dis
tance measurement method using wireless stations with commercial IEEE 802.11 WLAN
NICs in realistic indoor environments. Location estimation results demonstrate the ef
fectiveness o f the presented technique for locating a target wireless station in various
indoor environments.

6.2

Future Work

There are several topics related to the presented research worth further developing. Some of
them are listed as follows:
• A rate adaptation solution which integrates the proposed collision detection algorithm
for loss differentiation is desired. It is expected to implement such rate adaptation
solution as a part of the driver for IEEE 802.11 W LAN NICs in order to further
evaluate and calibrate the proposed algorithm in more realistic scenarios.
• In order to further refine the precision and stability of the presented protocol-based
distance measurement method, algorithms combining more metrics, such as interrupt
events and RSSI values, are expected to enhance the distance measurement perfor
mance.
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• Algorithms for advanced trilatération axe desired to enhance the robustness of posi
tion location systems. Furthermore, target tracking algorithms are expected to locate
moving wireless devices by fast position estimations and movement predictions.
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